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4- Quantitative optical  lneasurements of the N2lP9 2P3 and El2 Meinel 
systems excited by electrons have &lowed measure n t  of t ransi t ion 
probabili t ies,  excitation 
exci ta t l  on cross-sections 
first negative band, The 
3 B II state is 1,2 
re cent l y  published 
state is estimated 
The B 3 ~ -  
g 
cross-sections, md afterglow effects ,  The 
+ 
were determined relative t o  that of the H2 (0,O) 
estimated t o t a l  peak electron cross-section of the 
x 
estimates, The t o t a l  peak cross-section of t he  C lIu 
t o  be 3,8 x em2, 
em2, about a factor  of 2 la~ger than other 
3 
v 
w e l l  as by electrons, 
preeursor m u s t  be molecules in the A 3Zu* state, The rate coefficients f o r  
4 levels are excited by a l o w  pressure afterglow as 
d 
The characterist ics of the afterglow suggest the 
3 collisional deactivation in to  the B R 
Q 
kinetic. The aQterglow contribution i s  
pressures > 3p3 90% of the B lI v = 12 
deactivation of the  A 3Z * state. 
3 
g 
U 
state  IT i n  the region of the gas 
substantial  for  some levels;  at 
level population rate is due t o  
+ Measurements of the N2 Meinel system are complicated by what 
appears t o  be d r i f t  i n  the e l ec t r i c  f ie ld  caused by different ia l  diffusion 
of electrons and ions, As a result, coll ision free measurements of electron 
excitation cross-sections were not possible and the cross-section estimates 
depend on the  value of the natural  l ifetime of the A nu state. However 
t h e  lifetime is not w e l l  determined and we assign a lower limit estimate 
t o  the t o t a l  cross-section of 1-2  x 10 em at E = 100 eV.  T h i s  estimate 
is between factors of 2 - 5 1wger than e 
2 
-16 2 
l i e r  published values e 
EXCITATION OF N2 AWD N2+ SYSTE 
EXCITATION CROSS SECTIONS AM) N21PG LOW 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ELECTROBJS, 11: 
PRESSURE AFTERGLOW 
+ 
The N2 first positive (E), second posifive ( 2 P ) ,  and N2 k i n e l  
(M) systems, well known i n  both aeronow and the la;boratory, have been the 
subjects of a nuraber of recent publications concerned with optical-electron 
gun measurements of excitation cross-sections (McConlsey and Shpson , 
Stanton and S t ,  John', Srivastava and Mirza3, Simpson and McConkey , Burns 
e t  a15, Jobe e t  a169 Zapesochnyi and Skubenich', Skubenich and Zapesocbnyi 1. 
1 
4 
8 
3 3 +  - A The resul ts  for  the N21PG (B R Cu ) ,  Refs. 1, 2 ,  7, 8, do 
g 
not correlate sat isfactor i ly .  
levels obtained from the f i r s t  two sets of measurements do not agree. 
The relat ive population rates  of" the B 3B 
g 
Consequently the 
depending on the  
cross-section of 
Refs. 7, 80 The 
cross-section measurements of 
vibrational levels chosen f o r  
the B R s t a t e  has been made 3 
g 
t h e  two groups agree or disagree 
comparison, Only the total. 
available from the work of 
peak cross-section d v e n  i n  the  two publications by the 
same authors differ by a factor  of l o b ,  and are between factors of 1.5 and 
2,s larger than the results of Refs, 1 and 2 ,  There is  good agreement i n  
general on the shapes of the excitation functions at low electron energies 
w i t h  some differences i n  detai l .  
of both the B ll and C BU states as untrustworthy due t o  possible re- 
excitation by reflected or  scattered electrons 
We regard the higher energy cross-sections 
3 3 
€4 
Measurezents of the excitation function of the N22PG (0,O) 
H ) band at law energies are i n  good agreement ( c f ,  R e f  3 (C 3H 
one exception; the results of Refs. 7, 8, as communicated by R e f .  5, are 
- B 5 )  with 
U g 
2 
factor  of 1 .5  lower i n  Etude than the remaining workp Although 
the Ref, 5 and 6 measurements are i n  good agreeaent on the cross-section 
of the (0,O) band, there is disagreement on the t o t a l  cross-section of the 
C IIu state, 
in er ror ,  since t h e i r  resul ts  do not correspond w e l l  w i t h  the apparently 
w e l l  established t ransi t ion probabili t ies of the C - B B system. 
3 The evidence indicates the R e f ,  6 measurements are probably 
3 
g 
2 2 +  The measurelnents of the  N2+M ( A  nu - X C system (Refs. 2,  3, 
63 
4, 7, 8 )  have produced complete confusion, Estimates of the excitation 
cross-sections of the A B state differ by an order of magnitude. The 
shape of the excitation function has not been estiiblished, and measurements 
of re la t ive population rates are i n  disagreement, 
2 
U 
The analyses of recent observations of *he systems are presented 
here which we believe q y  indicate the sources of most of the discreganoies 
wnong the previously published work. 
differ substantially w i t h  the e a r l i e r  a r t i c l e s  on the N21P and N2 M systems. 
The origin of the disagreement appears t o  be due t o  instrumental  
calibration only t o  a relat ively &nor degree. According t o  our interpretation 
of the evidence, the excitation of both systems f o r  the purpose of cross- 
section measurement is somewhat mope complicated than has been implied i n  
'the recent l i t e ra ture .  
work of Refs. 1 - 4, 7, 8,  is probably i n  e r ror  par t ly  because the 
comparatively long lifetimes of these two systems have apparently been 
ignored, and par t ly  because the N21PG is  affected by a low pressure afterglow. 
The resul ts  of the present observations 
+ 
We suggest i n  the following dfscussion t ha t  the 
The lifetimes of the N21PG have been w e l l  established by the 
measurements of Jeunehomme9 and others ( c f o  Pest, I; R e f ,  l o ) ,  at values i n  
the region between 9 and 4 psec, depending on the vibrational level. In 
3 
3 n tab  arrangements the excited molecules (B 
out of the electron beam creating a condition i n  w h i c h  the volume 
production rate  is  aeasureably different fromthe volume emission rate. 
If the instrumental f ie ld  of view i s  res t r ic ted  t o  accomodate only the  
s ize  of the  beam, the  estimates of excitation cross-sections must then be 
made through knowledge of the natural  lifetime. 
geometry should be arranged so that i n  e f fec t  one measures the  volume 
production rate direct ly  (cf,  Part I )  The magnitude of the l ifetime i n  
relation t o  the width o f  the electron beam i n  th i s  case, is an important 
consideration that has not been discussed i n  any of the preceding ar t ic les .  
Thus we have the possibi l i ty  tha t  t he  cross-sections could be under- 
estimated. 
plausible reason fo r  the  B 311 v < 5 cross-sections obtained i n  the present 
work, t o  be larger than those of Refs. 1 and 2, 
3 2 cross-section of the B I[ s t a t e  (QB = 1.2 x cm i s  about a factor  
of 2 greater than t h e  lat ter work. P a r t  of t h i s  factor  i s  due t o  inaccurate 
t rans i t ion  probabili t ies (cf .  Part I ) .  
other direction due t o  the afterglow w i l l  be discussed below, 
these factors i n t o  account, there remains a discrepancy of roughly 1.5, 
which fs explained most plausibly as a consequence of diffusion of the 
B II aolecules. Refso 7, 8 give peak values QB = 1,4 x cm and 
1.0 x cm respectively, The rough agreement w i t h  the  present work 
cannot be taken too seriously due t o  unknown contributions from the f irst  
two sources of discrepancy mntioned above. 
IT ), would diffuse 
g 
Preferably the opt ical  
This point i s  raised here since it appears t o  be the most 
g 
The present t o t a l  peak 
g 
An additional contribution i n  the  
After taking 
3 2 
g 
2 
A clear warning tha t  the l121PG excited by l a w  energy electrons 
at l o w  pressures, may be affected by an afterglow process arises i n  the 
4 
careful work of Thmpson and Williams1'. A diffuse glow surrounding 
the electron beam at energies above 10.5 eV (pressure P 2j 3ti) w a s  shown 
t o  be due t o  N21PG bands. 
afterglow i n  t h a t  all levels were weal represented from v' = 12 down. 
glow w a s  somewhat more extensive than one might expect from the presently 
known lifetirme, and Oldenburg= suggested that it may be due t o  the diffusion 
of a B molecules w i t h  subsequent coll ision t ransfer  t o  the B Ii state. 
g e 
We now know tha t  t h i s  could not be the case since the threshold energy f o r  
the process is too l o w  to be consistent with the production of s ignif icant  
The glow differed from the  Lewis -Ray le igh  (L-R) 
The 
1 3 
1 quantit ies of a ll molecules. The more recent low pressure l i f e t i a e  
measurements by Jeunehomme which indicated significant contributions from 
other long l ived sources are interpreted here as further evidence fo r  the 
presence of an afterglow, 
described below show the  d i s t inc t  presence of an af%erglow affecting the 
vt = 5 - 12 levels at pressures down t o  P = 0,5p. 
glow suggestsstmngly tha t  the precursors are molecules i n  the  A 3Z + state. 
The presence o f t h e  afterglow would be very d i f f i cu l t  t o  avoid i n  any experi- 
mental arrangement and m u s t  be present i n  varying degrees i n  a l l  of the 
electron gun experimentss. 
since it is  very nearly first order i n  [N2] at a l l  but the lowest pressures, 
I n  the discussion t h a t  follows it w i l l  be shuwn that the  prevfous electron 
cross-section estimates for the higher vibrational levels very l ike ly  are 
i n  e r ror  due t o  s ignif icant  afterglow contributions, 
which we apply the term "degenerate L-R aftergLow", w i l l  be discussed 
quantitatively in terms of the  probable relationship t o  t h e  L-B afterglow 
observed at pressures > 100~. 
g 
The present observations of the N21P system 
The nature of the after-  
U 
However, the afterglow could easily go unrecognized 
The afterglow, t o  
5 
3 The much shorter lifetinte of the C TIu s t a t e  simplifies cross- 
3 3 section measurements of the N22PG (C TIu - B TIg) The peak cross-section 
2 of the N22P (090) band given by the present work (1.04 x lo-' cm ) is  i n  
good agreement w i t h  the measurements of Refs. 5, 6, The excitation function 
has been determined at  l o w  electron energies only, since unknawn contributions 
due t o  re-excitation by secondary electrons appeas t o  affect  the 
measurements at high energies, A compilation of measurements i n  the 
literature indicates that the re la t ive population rates of the C TI state 
follow the Franck-Condon factors fo r  the (C nu - X C transit ion.  
The results presented by Ref. 6 are at variance, but  as we imply above 
t h i s  reduces t o  a question of whether the N22PG t ransi t ion probabili t ies 
are corrects The t ransi t ion probabili t ies appear t o  be w e l l  established, 
3 
U 
3 1 +  
g 
and those measurements which are i n  good Bgreement with the Wallace and 
3 3 Nicholls-Tyte values f o r  the (C TIu - B 
population rates (C IIu - X C ) close t o  the theoretical  values, The e: 
present estimate of the t o t a l  peak cross-section is QC = 3*8 x 
TI ) t ransi t ion also give relative 
€3 
3 1 +  
2 cm e 
A cer ta in  r i sk  accompanies the application of direct  propor- 
t iona l i ty  of emission rate w i t h  pressure and electron current as the sole 
cr i ter ion fo r  determining the  absence of secondary processes, since the 
possibi l i ty  of a first order dependence over large regions of pressure 
and current is  excluded. As we have indicated th i s  appears t o  have led t o  
large errors  i n  the cross-sections of the hfgh levels of t h e  B 3TI 
due t o  contributions from the afterglow, 
N2+M cross-sections (Refs, 3,  4, 9 ,  81, according t o  the present analysis, 
are probably i n  e r ro r  for  a similar reason. 
state, 
The earlier IIleasurements of the 
B 
The present observations of 
lifetime as a function of pressure and current, and Stern-Volmer plots 
6 
obtained from s t e  state measurements consistent wit& a relat ively 
large radiationless deactiviEltion rate at low pressure as a resu l t  of 
diffusion o r  dpi i n  an e lec t r i c  f ield.  The e l ec t r i c  f ield,  ar is ing i n  
the d i f fe ren t ia l  diffusion rates of the secondary electrons and the N2 
ions is pressure 
relationship, The estimation of the excitation cross-section i n  the  
present work thus depends on knowledge of the natural  lifetime, The 
extrapolation of the natural  lifetime t o  zero pressure can be relied upon 
only as a z~y~?asupe of a laser l i m i t  t o  the red. value. 
leeasurements of A IIu lifetime i n  the  l i t e r a tu re  &pe those of Sheridan 
e t  all3, O'Neil and Da~cLdson'~, and Hollstein e t  all5* 
very rough estimate ( 3  ysec) based on the  spreading of the  emission from 
the electron beam, The measurements of Ref. 14  have similar characterist ics 
t o  the present work but resul t  i n  longer l ifetimes,  6.8 ysec compared t o  
4.4 psec fo r  the  A nu v = 2 level.  
i n  the present determination of the excitation cross-sections. 
section at 100 eV on t h i s  basis is l,2 x 10 em as a laser l L m i t  
estimate. 
compatible with the present observations; the resu l t ing  cross-section would 
be equal t o  the w e l l  established t o t a l  ionization cross-section, 
var iabi l i ty  i n  the shapes of the  published excitation functions (cf, R e f .  4) 
zpay well originate w i t h  the electron energy and current dependence of the 
diffusion rate, 
fact  display shapes siailap t o  a l l  of those i n  the literature, 
the  excitation fttnction, corsec2ed for the variable &ffusion rate wi th  t he  
aid of l ifetime measurements, has been determined up t o  ( E  =) 100 eV.  
+ 
energy, and current dependent i n  a very ill defined 
The only other 
2 
R e f .  13 gave only a 
2 The R e f  1 4  estimates have been adopted 
The cross- 
-16 2 
The l i fe t ime nzeasurements of R e f .  15 (12 psee) are too large t o  be 
The 
The uncorrected excitation f k x t i o n s  of the present work i n  
The shape of 
The 
7 
function i s  l inear  i n  E up t o  &out 30 e V ,  w i t h  a peak i n  the region of 
100 eV,  This i s  compatible w i t h  the threshold xneasurements of t o t a l  
17 ionization cross-sections of Ne (Fox16, Rapp and Englander-Golden ) which 
is  also l inear  between 19 e V  and 30 eV. 
of the A B state determined from the t o t a l  ionization measurements near 
threshold yields a value i n  good agreement w i t h  the slope (cm /eV) obtained 
The slope of the excitation function 
2 
u 
2 
from the present measurements. The cross-section given here indicates that  
of the t o t a l  ionization of N2 goes in to  the A 211u state, This 
10 resu l t  i s  consistent w i t h  photoionization measurements by Schoen e 
8 
11. EXPERIMENTAL 
DetBils of the experimental arrangement are given i n  Part I. 
The measurements were all made i n  pure research grade N2. 
techniques w e r e  used fo r  all of" the .measurements. 
with Im and 
Pulse counting 
The spectra w e r e  obtained 
Ebert-Fastie type scanning spectrometers, operated i n  the 1st 
+ order t o  observe the N23P and N2 M systems i n  t h e  
(AA = 10 A) and i n  the second order (Ax = 5 A) t o  
negative (lN) and N22P systems, The observations 
long scans. Fluctuations i n  excitation sate as a 
0 0 
0 
5000 - 10,650 A region 
observe the N2 first 
w e r e  recorded i n  single 
function of scan t i m e  
+ 
were compensated for.by controlling the stepping rate of one spectrometer 
with the signal f2om the other. 
the N 2 + U  (O,O), N21P (6,3), o r  N22P (0,O) bands. 
fns t rwenta l  spectral  sens i t iv i ty  is discussed i n  P a r t  I. The relative 
i n t e n s i t i e s  of the N21P and N2 M bands were determined by comparison with 
accurate synthetic spectra (Shemansky and Vallance Jones", Shemansky and 
Carleton2O, cf. Part  I )  ., i n  order t o  reduce errors due t o  overlapping 
emission &om other bands and atomic l i nes .  
The control spectrometer monitored e i the r  
Calibration of the 
+ 
Accurate relatfve vibrational population rates  and hence cross- 
sections depend on the determination of accurate t ransi t ion probabili t ies 
fo r  t he  en t i re  band system, Improved t ransi t ion probabili t ies were judged 
necessary fo r  the N21P and Ii2 M systems, 
been calculated from the present measurements and are given i n  Part  I ,  
along with values fo r  the N22P and N2 I N  systems compiled from e a r l i e r  work. 
The relative population rates and cross-sections given i n  t h i s  a r t i c l e  are 
based on these tables.  
* Tables fo r  the two systems have 
+ 
9 
Cross-sections have been determined by 
of each system relative t o  the N2 lN (0,O) band, 
were then calculated using the estimated relat ive population rates. 
technique required am accurate measure of t h e  shape of the N2’lN excitation 
f’tanction f’romthreshold, since the cross-sections of“ the  N2 positive systems 
at low electron energies are of considerable importance. The measured 
N2 1N excitation f’unction has a l i n e a r  dependence on E from threshold t o  
&out 30 e V  and agrees closely w i t h  the shape given by Zipf and Borst21, The 
cross-section measurements of R e f ,  21 for  the N2 lN (0,O) band have therefore 
been adopted here. 
asusing one o r  two bands 
Total system cross-sections + 
This 
4- 
9 
The approach t o  the measurement of the excitation cross-section 
o f  the M22P system was str&ghtfopwapd since %he lifetime of the C 3Eu state 
is short, 4,5 x sec (Bennett and Dalby22, cf.  
band w a s  cornpared simultaneously w i t h  the R2+1N (0,O) band a t  electron 
energies dawn t o  E = 22 e V ,  
pressures fop the  C 
proportionality with intensity w a s  obtained, 
The (0,2) 
The observations w e r e  made at collision-free 
3 IIu state and at beam currents i n  the region where 
The N22PG cross-section estimate 
of the present work stems from the mezLswezaent o f  this  sfngle band, 
val idi ty  of‘ t he  t ransi t ion probabili t ies a d  re la t ive  population rates  used 
f o r  the calculation are discussed i n  de t a i l  i n  P a r t  I and Seetion I V .  
2 
The 
+ 
The measurement of the  N bP and M2 M systems required a different 
approach since the lifetimes of both are much longer, i n  the region of lo-* 
sec, and w e r e  subgect t o  rad5ationless deactivation w i t h  e s s e n t i d l y  unknown 
Pate coefficients,  The technique i n  t h i s  case w a s  t o  measure l ifetime and 
intensi ty  at the 5811163 t i m e  using t h e  same beam current for both measuremenis. 
This has t h e  advantage of providing a mch greater sens i t iv i ty  for the 
10 
detection of sebon processes, than the colfrmon method i n  which one relies 
solely on steady state mx%surerments. The l ifetime measurements were made by 
gating the electron beam w i t h  a 10 ko square w a v e ,  and a l s o  w i t h  R shorter 
square pulse at about the same ra te .  
1 
Measwenvents of both decay and buildup 
of the emission in response t o  the generating function w e r e  used t o  determine 
lifetimes, 
Absolute intensity and lifetime measurements of the N21P (3,l) and I?, M (2 ,O)  
bands w e r e  used t o  determine the cross-sections of t he  two system, 
The measurement techniques are discussed rzilly i n  Par t  I. 
4- 
11 
111. NOMENCLATURE AND THEORY 
The volume emission rate of a band (Iv,,, I w i t h  a single lifetime 
can be represented by 
where No, i s  the population density of the excited molecules and A,', 
the  spontaneous t ransi t ion probability of the band. 
constant A,' i s  related t o  the  natural  lifetime by 
is  
The natural  damping 
Ivlv, mag a l s o  be w r i t t e n  
provided t h e  excited molecules do not suffer radiationless deactivation, 
where gvq i s  the population sate of the excited levels,  
electrons gp, can be written 
For excitation by 
where Nvq , 
flux, and \,y,, 
i s  the population densiky of the ground state, Fe is the  electron 
the excitation cross-section. 
The symbol I$ is  used t o  describe the daq ing  constant wherever an 
equation of the form 
12 
describes the decay of the population density, where Dvt i s  the probability 
of radiationless deac&ivation* A measurement of Iv,v, I and 'gV, at a single 
pressure thus allows the calculation of &otv,l  provided Avl is  known; Qy,v,t 
can be obtained from g,,, , through the equation 
A considera$ion important t o  the following discussion is that i n  
some cases the generalized S tern-Voh~r  factor (Avl/+,, 
independent and s t i l l  be measureably less  thw 1. 
masurement is essential i n  such cases fo r  the determination of' excitation 
cross-sections. 
following sections, 
ma;y be pressure 
A direct  lifetime 
+ This is t rue of the N2 M system, which we discuss i n  the 
3 According t o  the present work, rnoZecules i n  the B l'I state are 
g 
subject t o  afterglow effects  at l o w  pressures. Eq. 5 i s  thus not applicable 
fo r  some vibrational levels and one m u s t  w r i t e ,  
where [N2] is  the  population density of the ground state lgolecules, [H2AIv, 
i s  the population density of the precursors, and k ( v ' )  is  the r a t e  coefficient 
fo r  the production of [N2B] (B lI molecules. According t o  t h e  present 
analysis the  population density [NeAIv, becomes essentially independent of 
3 
g 
[W2]- at relativew low pressures and the steady state version of Eq. 7 i s  
then indistinguishable from that of Eq. 5 *  
presence of an af%ergluw would not be detectable i n  observations of steady 
state excitation, 
Thus i n  th is  pressure region the 
14 
A. The Ii22PG 
Fig. l shows the measured excitation function of the (O,O) band, 
transLated from the  present absolute 
measurements of Burns e t  al Job e t  d the present work are i n  very 
n t s  of the  (0,2) band. The 
5 
good agreement at l o w  electron. energies, apmt from the 1 e V  difference i n  
position of the R e f ,  15 function. The loeation i n  ene of the present 
function (Peak at E = l4b7 e V )  w a s  determined 
energy of the N2'1N (0,O) bando The relat ive cross-sections of the N22P 
(0,O) and (0,2) bands w e r e  obtdned Prom the relat ive t ransi t ion probability 
tables of Wallace and Nicho19s24 (cf, Part 1). The probabili t ies of R e f .  24 
are i n  very good qpeement with the measurements of Tyte25, Ref. 5 ,  
Sk&enich and Zapesochnyi ( c f ,  R e f .  51, and thus seem t o  be we11 established. 
However, the Ref. 6 mieasurements show a marked disagreement w i t h  the R e f .  24 
lative t o  the krauwn threshold 
probabili t ies ., 
Table  gi shows the predicted relat ive population rates for the  
l +  ( C  311 - X C 1 trebnsition, d o n g  with the experimental re la t ive rates and 
cross-sections, e =very well on the  
whole with the theoretical  ra tes  predicted by the Franc&-Condon factors 
(Benesch e t  ) f o r  the excitation t ransi t ion.  The r @ B a t i v e  rates 
u 
The experimental, re la t ive gv values 
26 
calculated ~'POIII  the Av - 2 sequences of R e f .  5 and 6 are shown i n  Cols. 
2a asld 4a t o  illustrate the discrepancy tha t  arises within the  measurements 
of Ref, 6,  Cols, 2b and 4b show the ~ e l a t i v e  rates determined from the 
sumnation ( C 
v' 
progression, The good agreement of Col, 2a and t h e  poor agreement of" CoLo 2b 
Ivfvl 9 of the experixaentetll measurements over %he whole 
w i t h  the theoretical  rates su ests t h a t  R e f ,  6 heave had a calib 
la t ive  spectral. response. The corresponding Skubenich and Zapesochnyi 
(cf. Ref. 5 )  results are 
is given i n  Col, 39 The averaged auroral measure nta of Broadfoot and 
H ~ n t e n * ~  and Hunten and Shepherd28 shown i n  Cols, 7 and 89 althou@ 
potentially less  accurate, a s 0  agree remarkably w e l l  w i t h  the theoret ical  
rates for the first three  levels.  
a t  ident ical  and only a single set of numbers 
The t o t a l  peak cross-section estimates (QC = C QCvt are not i n  
2 em ) 
v9 
eroent (Table 1)- The present estimate (QC = 3.8 x 
which I s  based on the measured QC value and the apparently w e l l  
established theoretical. re la t ive  rates gv,, is i n  good agreement with Ref. 
5. The Skubenich and Zapesochnyi estimate is about a factor of l05 lower. 
The R e f .  6 estimate is uncertain due t o  the factors discussed above. 
val idi ty  of the present estimate of QC will be discussed f’urther i n  the 
next subsection in reference t o  the  excitation of the B II state. 
0 92 
The 
3 
% 
The present IoeemuPements o f t h e  excitation function above 25 or  
30 e V ,  along with those of Refs. 5 ,  6, 7, 8, appear t o  be untrustworthyo 
There is general disagreement among the various measurements at higher 
electron energies, 
be the presence of l o w  energy electrons reflected fromthe collector of the  
electron gun, especiaX3ly i n  those cases where a c o l m a t i n g  magnetic f ie ld  
was employed. 
I, give t h e  lowest cross-sections of all and my be the  least affected by 
secondary electrons. of the 
( R e f .  29)  work s ince t h e i r  measured cross-section of the N2 1N ( 0 , O )  band 
is  i n  comparatively good agreement w i t h  the accepted values. 
The most plausible explanation of  the  discrepancy may 
The measurements by A a r t s  e t  above 50 e V ,  shown in Fig. 
There is  no reason t o  doubt the calibration 
+ 
16 
Be The 1 2 1 P G  
The measured excitation function of the 1 2 U G  (3 , l )  band i n  the 
low energy region is given i n  Fig. 2 .  The function includes a fraction 
of the (C 
the N22PG 
B ll v =  
g 
3 
is due t o  
1 +  31T - X C ) excitation t ransi t ion through radiative decay i n  
as w e l l  as direct  excitation t o  the B ll state. The peak of" the 
8 
3 level  is estimated t o  be at 10,8 eV, The other peak at 14.8 e V  
U g 
3 
3 2 t h e  C nu state. The measurement by Stanton and St .  John also 
shown i n  the figure contains about the same re lat ive cascade contribution but 
is roughly a factor of 2 lower i n  magnitude than the  present estimate. 
laeasurement by McConkey and Simpson' i s  not shown but is similer i n  magnitude 
t o  t h a t  of Ref, 2 .  
measurements were determined w i t h  the aid of lifetime measurements. 
Measurements of Cp 8t three pressures f o r  the B IT 
Fig. 3. 
3 the C Xu state, 
The 
For reasons discussed earlier the present cross-section 
3 v = 3 leve l  are shcrwn i n  
g 
The energy of the exciting electrons was below the  threshold of 
In sharp contrast t o  the U f e t i m  measurements by 
30 Jeunehommeg, and Wenti@ e t  al , the  decay curves for  P = 0 - 5 ~ 1 ,  g p  show 
only a single damping constant., The pulsed electrodless discharge 
measurements by R e f s  9, 30 i n  the same pressure region as the  present work 
indicated substantial  secondary contributions 
at P = 5011 contains a longer l ived component ( 4  = 5.0 x PO 
contributes about 36% of the t o t a l  intensi ty  of t he  B 311 
The secondary decay which has about the same damping constant as one of the  
components measured by Jeunehomme, appears rather abruptly i n  the  region 
P = 101, - 5 0 ~  and must be at least second order i n  [El2]; there is no 
indication of more than one damping constant over 2 decades of t h e  decay 
at P = 9p. The measurements of Refs. 9, 30 indicated two secondargr components, 
However t h e  present measurement 
4 sec-') which 
v = 3 level.  
i3 
17 
but it is possible t h i s  mqr be due t o  a single non-e 
Unfortunately the  present measurement at  P = 50p w a s  not accompanied by 
relat ive band intensi ty  measurements. The measurements shown i n  Fig, 3 
w e r e  made by gating t h e  electron beam off and by obseming t h e  radiative 
decay with a sampling gate, as described i n  P a r t  Io 
t = 0 i s  due t o  the f i n i t e  width of the sampling gate. Observations of the  
build-up of the emission rate by gating the  electron beam on, indicated no 
measureable difference i n  lifetime at a given pressure, We therefore eonelude 
onentiail afterglow, 
The curvature near 
3 t ha t  the  B ll 
primary exoitation process, radiative decay, and a small mount of 
col l is ional  deactivation by Nge 
level  is no% significantly different fromthe measurement at P = 0,5p, and 
it was not necessary t o  determine the  excitation function shown i n  Fig, 2 ,  
by extrapolation. The deactivation rate  coefficient f o r  EI obtained from 2, 
3 these measurements i s  7.6 x The estimated natural  lifetime 
of the  B lI v = 3 leve l  (6,5 x see) determines the lifetimes of the  
remaining levels through the relat ive t ransi t ion probability measurements 
discussed i n  P a r t  I. 
obtained by Jeunehomme and others (ef Part  X) 
v = 3 population at P a 1 0 ~  was sontrolled en t i re ly  by the 
Q 
The extrapolated lifetime of the v = 3 
cm /set, 
3 
CT 
The resul ts  are i n  very good agreement wi th  the values 
The population rates of the v a 5 Levels show no consistent 
variation relat ive t o  the  v = 3 level i n  the pressure region P = 0.5~ .- l o p  
(cf Table 2) 
agree rather w e l l  w i th  t h e  ra tes  predieted by the Franck-Condon factors 
f o r  the (B II - X C ) t ransi t ion.  However the  v 4 levels display a 
variation i n  population rate as a funation of pressure relat ive t o  t h e  v = 3 
level.  
In fact  the re la t ive  population rates of t h e  lower levels 
3 1.9 
Q g 
The pressure dependence is detectable by visual inspection of t h e  
18 
spectra. 
at P = 0 . 5 ~ ~  2p, and l o p ,  
do not change but the higher levels show a greater development than 
predicted by the (B 11 - X C ) Franek-Condon factors,  and vary with pressure 
i n  a Dnanner eonsistent wi th  the presence of an afterglow; since we have 
established t h a t  g3 f o r  t he  B ’1 state is first order i n  [Ne],  the pressure 
3 variation of gtr /g indicates a higher order dependence fo r  the B B v 4 
levels. The variation is most noticeable i n  the  v = 6, ll,, 12 levels. 
Note that the vibrational development ends abruptly at v = 12, the first 
level  below the dissociation l i m i t  for  Ne. 
population rates of the B 
electron energies, 
publications recalculated using the t rans i t ion  probabili t ies given by Part Io 
The rates are given fo r  the peaks of the exaitation functions i n  order t o  
r e f l ec t  the  relative apparent cross-sections of the levels. This required 
an ad3ustment o f t h e  present measured in t ens i t i e s  for  t h e  E = 11-5 e V  ease 
due t o  the differences i n  position of the excitation f’unetions. 
theoretical  re la t ive rates determined by the  Franck-Condon factors f o r  the  
excitation t ransi t ions (Ref. 26) are given in Cols, 11, 12: 
ineludes an arbitrary eontribution from the C 3TIu state determined by 8 
t o t a l  cross-seetion r a t i o  of QC/QB = 0,20, 
(B 31 - X E ) t ransi t ion.  
re la t ive rates of the lower vibrational levels.  The measured re la t ive  rates 
(%), with the exception of Col. 10, aJ.1 clear ly  indicate a greater 
vibrational development than the predicfted values i n  Cols, 11, 12, The 
measurements of t h e  present work (Col, 1 - 7) show a general tendeney fo r  the 
Fig, 4 shows superposed observations of the Av = 3, 4, 5 sequenees 
The re la t ive  in tens i t ies  of the v = 3 and 4 Levels 
3 1 s  
43 g 
g 
g 
Table 2 shms the measured re la t ive  
3 1 levels at various pressures and incident 
e; 
Included i n  the table &re re la t ive  rates of earlier 
The 
Cole 11 
Col. 12 is due ent i re ly  t o  the 
Most of the e f fec t  of oases% appears i n  the 1 9  
8 g 
apparent 
pressure. 
3 B 3 
shown i n  Fig. 5 .  
sections QBv/QB4 are indicated i n  the Figure, 
of the afterglow are i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  t h i s  Figure: 
of IBV/IB4 takes plaee at pressures beluw about P = 3u., 
almost first order in [N2] above P = 3u and shows a quadratic tendency only 
at the lower pressures. 
energy. 
very similar excitation function t o  that of the B 311 
values t o  approach the predicted values w i t h  decreasing 
This is sham most clearly by the plotted values of the 
v = 6, 11 levels re la t ive t o  the v = 4 level, IBg/ IB4 and IBll/IBh, 
The ra t ios  predicted by t h e  theoret ical  relative cross- 
B 
The important characterist ics 
(1) Most of the variation 
The afterglow is 
(2) There is very l i t t l e  dependence on electron 
The precursor t o  t h e  afterglow contribution mast therefore have a 
state. The direct  
g 
electron excitation rates of 
E = 11.5 e V  - 100 e V ,  due t o  
typical  of electron exchange 
C II state can be neglected 3 
U 
the levels vary considerably between 
the peculiar shape of the excitation f’unetions , 
t ransi t ions.  The e f fec t  of cascade from the  
in these levels,  The smooth curves drawn 
through the plotted points i n  Fig, 5 are theoret ical  calculations t o  be 
discussed i n  t h e  following section. 
The last two rows of Pable 2 are numbers (K) represen$ing a 
quantitative eross-cokrelation of the theoretical  rates given in Cols. 
11, l e ,  w i t h  the measured rates given i n  Cols, 1 - 10, 
factor (IC) is given by the following equation: 
The cross-correlation 
Thus the smaller values of K Tepresent a greater correspondence between the 
two sets of nmibers. A value of K for  the correlation of the two theoret ical  
20 
sets is  given (1-7 x 
re lat ive magnitudes of the numbers. 
i n  order t o  indicate the signfficance of the 
A value K = 1 x loe3 or  lower with t h i s  
par t icular  group of numbers would represent a residue only t o  measure 
statistics, and a very good correlation. The general trend i n  the values of 
K toward be t t e r  correlation as a function of' deereasing pressure i s  another 
indicator of the  resu l t s  shown i n  Fig, 5. The effect6 of cascade from the 
C 
no cascade contribution, display a better correlation w i t h  the values of 
3 IIu state i s  a l s o  evident; the relative rates at E = 11.5 e V ,  which contain 
Cole 12, whereas the rates at E = 17 e V  and E = 100 eV correlate better w i t h  
the values of Cole 11. Correlation of the v = 1 - 4 levels at E = 11.5 e V ,  
which contain no measureable afterglow eontribution, give values of 
IC = loe3 - loe4 indicat ing excellent agreement w i t h  the theoretfcsal rates 12 
3 1 +  for  the (B  ng - X C 
weak aurora (Shemansky and Vallance Jones'') are also i n  excellent 
agreement w i t h  the rates of Cols. 11, 12 f a r  t he  v 
) t ransi t ion,  The measurements of high a l t i tude  
6 
4 - 8 levels.  The 
values K and K are almost equal i n  t h i s  ease since oascade froma the 11 12 
3 C lIU state has a negligible e f fec t  on the relat ive rates of the v > 3 
levels.  
behavior i n  the  &u2"0ra (cf. R e f .  19). 
The v ss 3 level  has been ignored (CoL, 10)  because of anomalous 
Thus the t rend i n  the laboratory 
measurements at the lowest pressures and the high al t i tude auroral. 
measurements lead t o  the oonolusion that  the relative excitation rates of the 
1 (B 311 
the theoretieal. rates. 
S t .  John 
probabili t ies of Part I, 
- X C ) t ransi t ion due t o  electron impact are w e l l  represented by 
lis g 
The earlier laboratory measurements by Stanton and 
and McConkeg and Simpson' have been reduced using the t ransi t ion 2 
and the  relat ive rates  are given i n  Cols, 8 and 9. 
These nunibers represent measurements at the peaks of@ the excitation funotions 
21 
3 and eontain no eontribution due t o  eascade from the C state. This is 
reflected i n  the fae t  that  icL2 < K~~ f o r  both sets o f  values. 
re la t ive values of both sets fall sontewhere between the ext-s of the  
The 
present work, Indeed, the spectra shown bJr R e f .  2 have a very similar 
appearanoe t o  those of the present work; the R e f ,  2 band intensi ty  measurements 
i n  each v"-progression, are i n  excellent agreement w i t h  the t ransi t ion 
probsbili t ies of Part I. However, t h i s  is  not true of the  Ref. 1 
measurements The relative population rates depend somewhat on the particular 
bands chosen for  the reduction, and f o r  t h i s  reason the values of Col. 9 
are uncertain, 
sequenoe and the (2 ,O)  band. 
The par t icular  bands chosen here were those of the Av = 3 
It is not c lear  whether or  not there w a s  a 
difference i n  calibration of spectral. sens i t iv i ty  w i t h  the present work. 
It should be noted that the measurements of R e f .  1 appear t o  have been made 
by using a spec t roEter  essentially as a f i l ter  photometer rather than i n  
the  soanning mode. 
measurement in v i e w  of the degree of blending of the  bands, 
We do not regard this as conducive t o  acourate 
The relati* 
values of Cols. 8 and 9 suggest t h a t  the earlier eweriments also were 
affected by the afterglow described here e According t o  the interpretation 
given i n  the following section, the afterglow would be very d i f f i c u l t  t o  
avoid i n  any experimental arrangement. 
The peak values of the excitation oross-sections (QBvt due t o  the 
present work, R e f  e 2, and R e f  e 1, are given i n  Cols 
Pespeotively. 
seations sorrespond t o  the relat ive theoretieal  rates (Col. 12). 
values ealculated i n  the present work, from the individual band cross- 
seations given by Ref. 2 (Table 2 Col. 14) differ from their  own values due 
13, 14, and 15 
As we have indieated above, the present relative eross- 
The QBv, 
22 
t o  the erroneous t ransi t ion probabili t ies assumed i n  their  calculations. 
Since it seem f a i r l y  oertain tha t  the Ref. 1 and 2 cross-sections contain 
afterglow contributions, the  comparison of cross-seetions i s  restriated t o  
the lawer vibrational levels. 
those of R e f  e 2, but both are roughly a faetor  of 1,5 la ter  than the  
The Ref.  1 values are s l igh t ly  larger than 
present estimates, The exeellent agreement of the R e f .  2 measurements with 
the  re la t ive  t ransi t ion probebili t ies of Part I indicates tha t  the re la t ive 
spectral  sens i t iv i ty  calibrations w e r e  the same i n  the two cases. 
i s  improbable t h a t  the absolute sens i t iv i ty  calibrations would differ,, A 
more plausible season fo r  the disorepmcy arises i n  the re lat ively long 
3 lifetimes of the B It state. The excited molecules move an average of 
0,3 em - 0.4 cm during their lifetimes. 
ra tes  would be measureably different from the volume production rates 
because of the re lat ively s m a l l  diameter electron beams used i n  the 
laboratory experiments. 
beam could be af'fected by the  difference between volume emission and 
produotion rates, depending on the  siee of the image at the beam. 
no discussion of B II 
Thus it 
Q 
As a result the  volume emission 
Measurements made w i t h  slits aligned along the 
There is 
3 state lifetimes i n  any of the ea r l i e r  publiaations, 
The t o t a l  peak excitation eross-section estimated i n  the  present 
Q 
2 work is 1.2 x am as given In  Table 2, The to t a l s  due t o  Refs. 1 and 
2 are not given because the higher levels appear not t o  be due en t i re ly  t o  
primary exci0ation. In the present work, f o r  example, the afterglaw process 
is responsible for  &out 90% of the emission i n  the B 311 v = 12 leve l  at 
pressures P > 3~1. 
g 
3 The fac t  that  the B II state is the lower state of the N22PG, 
g 
allows a measure of the  oross-seotion r a t i o  QC/QB independent of the 
23 
ribsolute speetral sens i t iv i ty  ca l ibr  ion of the spectrometer. The reaative 
population rates of the  lower levels  of the B 
3 3 affected by the ( C  IIu - B 
the re la t ive  population rates of the  C 
probabili t ies of the EJ22PG appear t o  be w e l l  established, the relat ive 
population rates  of the B II levels can be calculated w i t h  a good degree 
3 
II ) t ransi t ion (c f  e P a r t  I, Tab le  2 )  
11 state are measureably 
Q 
Since 
g 
3 BU state and the t ransi t ion 
3 
43 
of aoauraey. 
ra t ios  (QC/&8), with the observations e 
t he  average of the experimental measurements given i n  C o l s .  2 and $3 of T a b l e  
2 w e r e  used t o  represent the direct exeitation rates of the B 311 
order t o  cancel out t he  effects  of the afterglow eontribution. 
rates due t o  easeade w e r e  then added t o  the direct  rates and the  resul t  
w a s  compared wi th  the speetra obtained at the higher electron energies 
( C o l s  Fig. 6 shows the plotted values of the cross- 
One c m  then compare these calculated rates f o r  various 
I n  the computation described belaw, 
state, i n  
g 
The caloulated 
4 - 7, Table 2 ) .  
eorrelation factor K (Eq. 8) as a function of QC/QB. The ridbered curves 
correspond t o  the columns of Table 2, Cols. 6 and 7 represent averages of 
speatra obtained within the indiaated pressure ranges 
spectra w e r e  used i n  the calculation of the Fig. 6 eurves, and are indicated 
by the  lower case letters.  
region QC/QE = 0,25 - 0029, 
of QC/@ (6a, 6b) are low pressure speetra containing smaller afterglow 
contributions and w i t h  higher noise levels than the speetra of Cols. 2 and 3, 
The braad minima and the s h i f t  t o  higher values of QC/QB are consistent with 
these two effects .  
estimate of QC/&B. The average value is estimated t o  be QC/Q?3 0.27- The 
cross-section r a t i o  at the peaks of the excitation functions as determined 
The individual 
All but two of the curves show minima i n  t h e  
The spectra that tend t o  give the larger  values 
We therefore ignore the 6a and 6b curves i n  making an 
24 
From the  direct  measurements of the present work (Tables 1, 2 )  is  
( QC /w 1 p e a  = 0,32. The larger value at the peaks of the exoitation functions 
is  oonsistent With a tendency observed i n  the direct  measurement of the 
excitation functions of t he  two systems; the C 
appears t o  deerease at a s l igh t ly  higher rate than tha t  of the E E state 
as a function of energy above the peak value. 
3 Eu excitation funetion 
3 
8 
The two results are thus 
eonsidered t o  be i n  very good agreement. 
ineluded i n  Fig. 6 i n  order t o  illustrate the variation of K as a function of 
(QC/QB)  f o r  the  case of perfeet eorrelation (at QC&B = 0). 
of K at the  minima f o r  the e w e s  used i n  the estimation of QC/QB are all 
i n  the 
The curve.' labeled ( 2  + 3) is  
The magnitudes 
-4 - 10 region suggesting t h a t  the errors  eould easi ly  be due 
ent i refy t o  measurement noise. 
It has been pointed out above that the  B 3E excitation functions 
g 
as measured by Refs. 1 and 2 appear t o  contain about the same relative 
contributions from the C SI 
But we are i n  disagreement i n  the  estimate of t he  magnitude of the B SI 
excitation function, whereas the present measurepent of the N 2P (0,O) is  
i n  good wreeraent w i t h  those of the same two groups (Refs 5 6)  Thus 
3 s t a t e  (ef. Fig. 21, as the present measurements. 
U 
3 
@; 
2 
according t o  the  present calculations, t h e  neasurements of Refso 1 and 5 
and Refs. 2 and 6 are not aonsistent i n  respect t o  the QC/QB ra t io .  
8 Zapesoehnyi and Skubenich' and Skubenieh and Zapesoehnyi present 
3 measurements of the  t o t a l  B II excitation function. R e f .  7 gives a peak 
value of l,4 x cm and R e f ,  8 - 1.0 x 10 cm No explanation f o r  
the differenoe between the two measurements i s  given i n  the later work (Ref. 
€4 
2 -16 2 
8). Few details are available for these measurements, and a eomparison 
wi th  the present work may not be valid;  the t ransi t ion probabili t ies used f o r  
25 
the estimates w e r e  not based on a measured electronic transi t ion m n t  
and do not oorrespond t o  those given by PaPt I. 
individual bands were given i n  e i ther  work. 
No measurements of 
+ C, The N2 M System 
9 + The intensi ty  of the H2 M system relat ive t o  the  H21N system at 
a given electron energy as observed i n  the present work, increases 
approximately l inear ly  w i t h  deereasing pressure darn t o  a point somewhere 
between P = l p  and 2p, where a sudden ehange takes plaee, This  appears t o  
be a eharaeterist ia comon t o  all of , the published laboratory observations 
i n  whieh information is presented i n  suff ioieat  detail.  
is known t o  be w e l l  behaved at least at  pressures below P = 3011, because of 
the short l ifetime of the B 
t o  EN,] and the electron aurrent. 
radiationless demtivation at least down t o  pressures i n  the P = l r c  - 21.i 
region. 
+ The N2 lN system 
2 +  
Cu state, and the  intensity is proportional 
+ The N2 M system i s  therefore s a j e e t  t o  
All  of t he  previous work i n  whioh cross-seetion estimates are 
b given (Simpson and McConkey , Stanton 
Zapesoehnyi and Skubenioh? , Skubenieh 
assumption that the approximate first 
i n  the lower pressure regions implies 
3 and S t .  John2, Srivastava and Mirza , 
and Zapeoehyni ) 
order dependenee on [N2] and on Fe 
the absence of radiationless 
a is  based on the  
deactivation. However th i s  is not true of the present experiment. As we 
shal l  diseuss below, similarities between the present observations and the  
earlier work suggest that radiationless deactivation w a s  a lso  signif iaant  
i n  the lat ter case at law pressures, and has led  t o  erroneous eross-section 
measurements 
+ Fig. 7 shows the reeiproaal Stern-Volmer faetor ($1 f o r  the N2 M 
The @wves w e r e  produced IlH(0 0) ( 1 , O )  band as represented by the r a t i o  ,- 
26 
at a eonstant produetion rate f ~ r  the $1El (0,O) band, and therefore 
Fe(al/P) inereased rapidly at  the lower pressures. 
made during a eontinuous pressure scan. 
due t o  flurtuations i n  the pressure sesan eontroa system, 
i n  the dewtivat ion rate of t h e  A 
due t o  the  presence of the e o l m a t i n g  magnetio f ie ld .  
width of the feature depends on the primary eleetron energy as the  difference 
between curves (a) or (b)  and ( a )  i l l u s t r a t e s .  Note that i n  the pressure 
region surrounding the resonance i n  curve ( e ) ,  + is almost independent of 
pressure. 
of + on P is true o f t h e  earlier work i n  which measurements of t h i s  kind are 
described (Simpson and McConkey4, O ' B l e i l  and Davidson 
R e f ,  4 observations $ became approximately independent of P at pressures 
P c 1.51.1 
apparent radiationless deactivation coefficient i n  the same pressure region 
I n  t h i s  ease the  data was obtained through intensi ty  and phase measurements 
with a modulated eleotron beam, Staston and St .  John and S r i a . t a v a  and 
The obsemations were 
The s m a l l  soale  fluctuations are 
The large resonance 
2 nu level  at about P = 0.3~ appears t o  be 
The magnitude and 
The sudden departure at P e 1 p  from an almost l inear  dependenoe 
14  Aceording t o  the  
The R e f  e 14 measurements indieated a sudden inorease i n  the 
2 
3 M5rea do not diseuss the Stern-Volmer f'aetor, but appear t o  have obtained 
results similar t o  those of R e f .  4 and the present work i n  t h e  pressure 
region P e 2p, i n  whieh 0 w a s  approximately independent of pressure. This 
apparently w a s  what led the authors of Refs. 2, 3, and 4 t o  the assumption 
that +v = Av i n  the appropriate pressure region, However the  Stern-Volmer 
plots of Fig. 7, Ref e 2, and R e f .  14  sannot be interpreted physieally i n  
terms of an abrupt disappearance of radiationless deaetivation. 
i n  slope i n  the P = 1p - 2p region ean be reasonably explained only as a 
tahange i n  the pressure dependence of a f i n i t e  effeetive deactivation 
The change 
soefficient,  This is eonfi d by the lifetime measurements discussed 
below, The damping factor  Cp observed i n  the present experiaent also 
displays an elee%ron current dependence, and the plot  i n  Fig. 3 thus contains 
an additional hidden , variable parameter, 
9 Measurements of the  deeay of the El2 M (2,O) band in response t o  a 
step f u e t i o n  i n  the eleetron beam a m e n t  are shmn i n  Fig. 8. 
energy w a s  E = 100 eV.  
uniformly as a function of pressure down t o  a peak lifetime at about P = 2p, 
8s eurves (1) , ( 2 )  , and (3)  i l l u s t r a t e  
emission decays at a higher rate, and becomes non-exponential, 
at  P = l p  is representative of the  deaay c u ~ v e s  i n  the law pressure region. 
The shape of the curve is not eharaeteristfc o f t h e  presence of an afterglow 
sinee the effective lifetime becomes shorter w i t h  increasing decay time, 
shortening ef fec t  on the lifetime at P = ly is somewhat exaggerated relative 
t o  the other e m s  i n  Fig. 8 due t o  the use of a higher exeftation current, 
The response t o  a short excitation pulse at low pressures indicates 
different effeetive lifetimes for the  build-up and decay portions of the  
emission, whereas no masureable diserepancy w a s  observed at pressures 
P > 2ye 
Fig. 9* 
The electron 
The damping faator  is w e l l  defined and deereases 
HoweveF at lower pressures the 
The curve (4 )  
The 
The eurrent and ppessure dependenee of t he  (2,O) band 5s Shawn i n  
Cuspe (1) is drawn through the  present observations made asi-llg an 
electron aurrent of tibout 500pa, curve (2) represents the results at &a, 
and ourve (3) is a straight l ine  drawn t h r o w  the measurements due t o  R e f .  
14. 
defined at lm@P pPes8mes: Extrapolation t o  zero pressure i n  order t o  obtain 
an estimate of the  natural  lifetime of the  A Bu state is elear ly  a doubtful 
procedure i n  t h i s  case. 
Tkie measurements do not extend below P = 2p sinae the l ifetime cannot be 
2 
The extrapolsked value from o u h e  (2) is 
T 
of the deactivation eoeffieient due t o  the ill defined nature of t h e  
= 4.4 pseo, a d  eu1”ve (3) gives r2 = 6,6 usec. We do not give estimate 2 
resu l t s ,  The lifetime measurements d s o  display a dependence on electron 
energy; the deaotivation probabiuty i n  the present measurements has a 
tendeney t o  deerease wi th  decreasing eleatron energy below E = 100 eVs 
Ref. 4 presents steady state Stern-Volmer plots  which indicate an increase 
i n  (2, at 80 e V  over the value at 120 e V ,  
thus ehanges i n  shape as a f’unetion of electron energy and pressure. 
various shapes given i n  earlier publieations (ef. R e f .  4) have been 
approximated i n  the present measurements with eombinatfons of t h e  parsmeters. 
The uneorreoted excitation funetion 
The 
Higher eleetmn eurrents tend t o  f l a t t e n  the  shape, A t  fairly l ow ourrents 
i n  the region of 20pa, measurements near the threshold indieated a lineerr 
dependence of the eross-section on E. Lower eurrents tended t o  increase 
the  energy region over which Q w a s  l inear  i n  E ,  A t  currents i n  the region 
of l p a  the l inear  part of the curve appeared t o  be limited at approximately 
E = 30 eV. This w i l l  be discussed further below, 
Table 3 gives the measured re la t ive  population rates of the 
2 observed A BU levels ,  i n  eompdson w i t h  the theoretioal rates determined 
by the  Franck-Condon faators for  t he  ( A  nu - X 
( l i c h ~ l l s ~ ~ )  e 
2 v = 0) t ransi t ion e 
1 - 5 are due t o  the  present work at E = 100 eV and at Cols 
the inaieated pressures. Note the inerease i n  vibrational development with 
deereasing pressure. This suggests t ha t  the deactivation rate eoeffiaients 
inarease wi th  the vibrational quantum numbero 
Ref. 14 indicate t h e  same trend. 
The l ifetime measurements of 
Homogeneous deaetivation appears t o  be 
signffiaant at pressures P < 3~ i n  the region where the  mean free path for 
thermal moleoules would be longer thern the radius of the container, This, 
along w i t h  the Stem-Yolaaer plots and lifetime measurements would be 
eonsistent with diff’usion by dr i f t  i n  crossed e l ec t r i c  and e t f c  fields. 
The last row of Tab le  3 shows the cross-eorrelation factor (K) caleulated 
with the theoret iaal  re la t ive rates of Cole 9 .  The eorrelation continues 
t o  improve down t o  P = 0.5p, where the value of K is i n  the region of the 
residual measurement noise. Thus aeearding t o  the present observations 
the relat ive exeitation rates are well  represented by the Franek-Condon 
fsotors f o r  the excitation t ransi t ion.  The relat ive rates due t o  Simpson 
and MeConkey (Col, 6), recaloulated using the t ransi t ion probabili t ies of 
Part I, indieate a poor eorrelation w i t h  Col. g o  The rates due t o  the 
Stanton and S t .  John (Col. 7) have a value of K essent ia l ly  the  same as t h e  
present las pressure measurements, 
R e f .  2 measurements of some of the bands did not eonfbrm w e l l  t o  the 
However it shouldbe noted tha t  the 
t ransi t ion probabili t ies,  and the rates given i n  Col. 7 w e r e  calculated 
from bands [(O,O), ( l , O ) ,  ( 2 , 0 ) ,  (2,1), (3 ,1) ,  ( 4 J 1 ,  (5,1>, (5,2)1 
selected fo r  their  intensi ty  and relat ive freedom of blends w i t h  other bands, 
A similar eomparison w i t h  t he  results of Refs. 3, 4,  7, 8 w a s  not possible 
due t o  lack of datao The rates due t o  Srivastava and a r z a  (Col. 8) 3 
oorrelate very poorly. 
The present measurements at l o w  pressures are elearly not applieable 
for  the computation of exeitation e r ~ s ~ - s e e t i o n s ,  due t o  the aomplexity and 
magnitude of the deaetivation ooefficient. 
measurements at pressures above P = 2 p  where 4 is 8 w e l l  defined quantity. 
We m u s t  therefore r e ly  on the 
The cross-sections estimated here thus depend on the  eonibined measurements 
of IvtVfp and 4. 
E = LOO e V  are given i n  Col. 10 of Table 3. 
The present estimates of t h e  exeitation eross-seetions at 
The greatest  uncertainty i n  the 
determination of these velues arises i n  the uncertain values of the natural 
lifetime of the A I, s t a t e .  The cross-sections were ealeulated using the  
t ransi t ion probabili t ies given by Par t  I ,  which were placed on arz absolute 
scale through the l ifetime measurements of Ref. 14, 
2 
The reason f o r  t h i s  
choice w i l l  be discussed i n  de t a i l  i n  the following section. The argument 
is  essentially t h a t  the apparent dominanee of heterogeneous deaetivation 
at low pressures resu l t s  i n  a lower l i m i t  estimate of the lifetime* 
the  higher l ifetime obtained by R e f ,  1 4  i s  considered eloser t o  the real 
Thus 
vslue. There is some evidence t h a t  the R e f .  1 4  results may not be far 
wrong; t h e  Stem-Volmer plots suggest t ha t  heterogeneous deaetivation may not 
have been as severe i n  their  case. 
lifetimes of the A nu P = 0, 1, 2 levels appear not t o  be greatly diluted by 
deaetivation, since there is  good agreement with the relat ive values 
I n  addition L A  the R e f .  14 re lat ive 
2 
determined by the  t ransi t ion probability measurements of Part I. One other 
l ifetime estimate, by Hollstein e t  all5, ‘L 12 usee, based on time of fli&ht 
measurements was too large t o  be aompatible w i t h  the present measurements 
(see below). The t o t a l  aross-section as given i n  Col, 10 (1.2 x 10 
E = 100 e V )  is thus eonsidered t o  be a lower limit t o  the real value. 
-16 2 
6m , 
The 
smallest aorreetion factor for radiationless deaetivation determined by the 
r a t i o  “Av w a s  about 107, at P = 2p. 
between factors of 2 - 6 larger than the previous estimates (Refs. 3, 2, 4 ,  
7, 8).  None of these earlier estimates were aaeompanied by l ifetime 
The eross-seetions given here are 
measurements, but w e r e  based on the  determination of steady state first order 
dependence on [N2] and Fee 
10, 
The to t& exeitation function is given i n  Fig. 
4. 
C u r v e  (1) is the t o t a l  oross-section fo r  the produetion of N2 , determined 
from the t o t a l  ionization measurements by Rapp and Englander-G~lden’~, and 
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9 estimates o f t h e  cross-section for production of I? . 
is i n  the  N 
The main uncertainty 
9 cross-seetion, whish mw be underestimated ( c f .  Kieffer and 
32 Dunn Curve (2)  is 
Thus at E =: 100 e V  the 
cross-sestion e 
+ 
the present estimate fo r  produetion of N2 A molecules. 
N A cross-section is  at least 60% of the total. I *. 9 2 2 
Another method of determining the A 2Ru cross-seetion arises i n  the  
apparent w e l l  defined nature of all of the ionization cross-sections near 
threshold, Both the A IIu and the B 'Xu' are l inear  i n  E up t o  at least 30 eV, 
and aceording t o  Fox16 and R e f .  17, the t o t s l  ionization cross-section is 
also l i n e a r  between 19 eV - 30 e V .  
contributing states (A nu, B *Eu+, X C ) should then allow the separation 
of these same levels from an aecurate measure of' the  t o t a l  cross-section. 
The eoBibined measurements of R e f s .  16 and 17 provide the accurate t o t a l  
eross-section (Fig. 11). 
scale,  but were made at very high resolution i n  energy through a retarding 
potential  difference ( F P D )  method. Curve (1) of Fig. 11 shows the Ref. 16 
measurements placed on an absolute scale by the lower resolution Ref. 17 
measurements 17 measurements 
and the  c i rc led points are due t o  R e f .  16. 
are obviously i n  exeellent agreement. The earlier very low resolution work 
by Tate and Smith33 also shown i n  the figure, does not eorrespond w e l l  with 
the Fox measurements Curve (2) is the present cross-sectfon estimate of the 
A BU state. 
due t o  the differenoes i n  threshold energy of the sontributing vibrational 
levels.  Curve ( 3 )  i s  the eross-section f o r  the B 'Eu' state, due t o  R e f .  21. 
Unfortunately a dire& estimate of the X 2X -+ cross-section from the slope 
2 
The known threshold energies of the three 
2 2 +  
g 
The measurements by Ref. 16 w e r e  not on an absolute 
The smooth l i ne  of eurve (1) represents the Ref 
The two sets of measurements 
2 The apparent non-linearity i n  t h i s  ewve  below 18.5 e V  i s  
g 
32 
of eurve (1) i n  the 15.5 e V  - 16.8 e Y  region would be very uncertain, due 
t o  what Fox suggests ma;y be pre-ionization i n  the  16.25 e V  - 18.25 eV region. 
This deviation f roml inear i ty  has been observed elsewhere, noteably by 
Schoen" i n  a photaionizstion experiment. However, one titen saleulate the 
slopes of the A IIu aRd X C exeitation fuastions using curves (1) and 
( 3 )  i n  t he  E > 18,5 e V  region, through the known threshold energies. 
gives a slope (OA) f o r  *e A aU rttate of 3.1 x 10'18 an / eV,  aompared t o  
the present lower l i m i t  estimate of BA = 3.8 x 
2 2 4 -  
% 
This 
2 2 
m2/eV (aurve 2) e %is 
is aonsidered good 
the  fo-r method, 
eros s -se e t i on xi t h  
agreement i n  v i e w  of the inaaauraey that ran develope i n  
2 
aross-seation i s  illustrated i n  Fig. 11; 
!Phe eompatibility of the  present estimake of the A IIu 
+ 
the measured N2 
the tr iangled points are the normalized Fox measurements minus ernes (2)  
and (3). The straight l ine  (mrw 4) drawn from the X C threshold fits 
the points rather w e l l ,  with a slope of OX = 3.5 x epa2/eV. The ' 
threshold measurements of t h e  fots l  ionization aross-section thus suggest 
that  the  present lower l imit  estimate of QA is  not far from the rea l  value. 
The present value of @A is  i n  fae t  larger Wan the  value obtained from the 
t o t a l  ionieation measurement 
2 . t  
I3 
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V. DISCUSSION 
The magnitudes 
previous seetion fo r  the 
of a nuzaber of the aeasured quantit ies given i n  the  
EJ21PG and N, M system are not i n  agreement w i t h  + 
the other reeently published results. 
various meastaremnts is due mostly t o  the assumption that the excitation 
proeesses are primary i n  those regions of ewrent  and pressure where l inear i ty  
with emission rates is  obtained., 
The higher vibrational levels of the  bJ21PC display a barely detectable 
variation i n  emission rate  relative t o  the lower levels at pressures tihove 
P = 311. However at lower pressures the relat ive emission rates take on an 
abrupt l inear  dependenee on pressure, indioating t h e  presence of an aftergluw. 
The afterglow eould eas i ly  have been overlooked i n  the higher pressure region 
due t o  the apparent first order dependenee on [I?,]. 
the measurements leads t o  the oonalusion tha t  the preeursor m u s t  be moleoules 
I n  our opinion the divergence of the 
This may not be a suffieient er i ter ion.  
-4 
Our interpretation of 
i n  the A 32u+ state. We will show tha t  the 
first order t o  quadratic dependenee depends 
degree, the material of the container. The 
pressure turning point from 
on the dimensions and, t o  some 
deeeptive first order dependence 
is due t o  the f ae t  t h a t  the precursor population is controlled by homogeneous 
and heterogeneous eol l is ional  deaotivation rather than by the radiative 
lifetime, The N2 M system is deceptive i n  a similar way sinae the observations 
@an indicate apparently normal. Stern-Volmer plots ,  at least down t o  a f a i r l y  
w e l l  defined point i n  pressure, but s t i l l  give erroneous exeitst ion gross- 
seations on extrapolation t o  zero pressureo 
experiment i n  whiah the lifetime measurements indisate  a maximum lifetime 
i n  the region of P = 2u and a non-exponential deeay at lower pressures. 
+ 
This is apparent i n  the present 
The 
interpretation of this behavior is again based on diffusion, i n  an e lec t r io  
f ie ld  in t h i s  ease, which loses i t s  pressure dependenee a t  low pressures due 
t o  heterogeneous eo l l i s iona l  deactivation. 
34 
The differences w i t h  the earlier work mey thus arise, t o  a good 
degree i n  the  interpretation ra%her than i n  instrumental diffiouLties , 
The following diseussion of the measurements w i l l  therefore be more detailed 
than would ordinarily be the ease. 
A. The N21P System Afterglaw 
The possibi l i ty  tha t  the  exaitation of the  N 2 U G  i n  an eleetronic 
diseharge i n  low pressure N2 ma;y not be largely due t o  direet  excitation 
and eassade from the C IIu state, arises most obviously i n  the l i fe t iae  
measurements of Jeunehomme e H i s  observations, i n  the pressure region where 
cross-section measurements are genera ly  made, indicated more than one damping 
constant i n  t h e  decay of all of the vibrational levels (v ’  = 0 - 10). 
processes not assoeiated w i t h  the natural  deeay ctrontributed more than 50% 
of the observed emission i n  pure N2. 
(5.6 x lo4, 2.4 x 10 see”) and the associated contributions t o  the 
emission did not vary greatly w i t h  pressure, i n  the 
wi-th v t .  
electrodeless diseharge i n  a s i m i l a r  arrangement t o  t h a t  of Jeunehome. 
additionsl sources are much more U k e l y  t o  be due t o  an afterglow process 
than t o  spontaneous emission from higher states, beeause the uniformity of 
t h e  oontributions t o  the populations of the vibrational levels tends t o  rule 
out the possible casoade transit ions (c f  R e f  30). The source of t he  after- 
glow is  not obvious, and w i l l  be discussed later, i n  the context of the 
present measurements. 
that the  proress would not be distinguishable from di ree t  eleatron excitation 
without a lifetime measurement$, beeause of the  l inear i ty  of emission rate 
with respect t o  electron flux, and N2 pressure, 
3 
9 
The 
Moreover, the  damping constants 
4 
.+ 4 0 ~  region, or  
Wentink e t  a,130 reported a similar resu l t  using a pulsed 
The 
However, the feature t o  be noted at  this point i s  
Thus it is possible tha t  
35 
ele e t  ron 
MeCor&ey 
eros s -se ation 
and Simpson , 1 
made  without regard t o  
t o  s e o o n d q  proaesses 
2 estimates of the N21PG (Stanton and St. John , 
8 Zapesoehnyi and Skubenich' , Skubenieh and Zapesoehnyi ) 
the lifetime of the emission, eould be i n  e r ror  due 
of t h i s  kind, Differenees i n  vibrational 
distribution suggest t h a t  t h e  very similar effeets observed by Jeuneh- and 
Wentink e t  at me;y not be direet ly  related t o  the afterglow deseribed i n  the 
previous seetion. However, there is one e o m n  aspeat of the two sets of 
aeasurements ; the  f ract ional  aontribution of  the secondary proeess displays 
very l i t t l e  pressure dependeaoe above P = 3 ~ -  
3 The enhancnrement of the  v' = 6 - 12 levels  of the B II 
Fig. 4 )  at pressures above P = 0,511 immediately suggests t h e  possibi l i ty  
tha t  the afterglow souroe is related t o  tha t  of the  E R  afterglow observed 
at higher pressures. 
absenee of N i n  any signifioant quantity i n  the eleotron -.due t o  the  use 
of researeh grade N2, whereas the L-R afterglow proper is charaaterised by 
a well defined dependenee on ground state N. However the reaombination of 
N( S) does not oorrespond t o  the  B 
process is  required. 
been the subjeet of eontroversy, but the latest and possibly most eonvincing 
argument has been presented for  t he  A 3Z + state (Campbell and Thrush34) e The 
fa& that the  af%ergl.aw sontribution observed i n  the present experiment 
appears t o  be almost independent of the energy of' the exeiting electrons, 
restriets the possible preeursors t o  molesules i n  the A 3Zu+ state, The 
effective produetion rate of' the  preeursor m u s t  slearly follow the excitation 
fmetion of the B E state. Electrons at E = 1 1 0 5  eV ean excite only the 
B II and A 3Zu+ states w i t h  a signifieant degree of efficiency, Moreover 
state (ef,  
g 
The magor differenee between t h e  two a p e s  is the 
4 3 fl state and an intermediate step i n  the  
B 
The preaursor o r  preaursors t o  the  B 311 state haw 
Q 
U 
3 
g 
3 
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the A 3Zu' is  the only state w i t h  an exaitation funstion known t o  be both 
sirmilax i n  shape and aligned elose3y e n o m  i n  energy ( e f ,  Wi l l i ams  and 
Doering , Freund ) t o  the B Il state funation, t o  amount fo r  the energy 
independenee of the  fraetional eontribution of the afterglow, 
states i n  the appropriate energy region ( A 
Bmetions are very poor prospeets. The A state has never been observed, 
g 
and does not appear i n  the reeent eleetron energy loss spectra at any 
3 mat te r ing  angle, The (B' 32a+ - B It ) t ransi t ion is allowed, but is  not 
35 36 3 
g 
The other 
3 B' 3Xu+) w i t h  unknm excitation 
g' 
3 
g 
present i n  any of the low pressure speetra observed here, o r  i n  the energy 
loss speetra. 
afterglow speetra at higher pressures. 
A 3Zu+ and B ll s t a t e s  are elosely aligned and oross near B 311 v = 6 
This system is readily observed, blendea w i t h  the N21PG, i n  
The potent ia l  energy e%ulves of the  
3 
g l3 
( G i l m ~ r e ~ ~ ) .  Thus it seems aer ta in  that the second order dependenee on EN,] 
i n  t he  P = 005p - 2 p  region m u s t  be due t o  eolPisional t ransfer  from N2A 
v > 6 t o  the N2B levels. 
EN2] at pressures greater than P = 2~ can be explained i n  t e r n  of 8 
t ransi t ion i n  domfnanee from heterogeneous t o  homogeneous deaativation of 
The tendenoy toward a first order dependenee on 
N2A moleeules 
Our interpretation of the observations thus indiaates that the 
following reacbtions oontrol the N2B and N2A 
N 2 + e + (N2B, N2A) 
N A + H2 + N2B + N2 2 
populations : 
+ e  
U YY 
N2B + N -). N2 + N2 2 
N2A 9 surface + N2 
We do not eonsider the reaation 
N2A -c N2B 9 hv 
3 
e a possible contributor t o  the observed vibrational. development of the B 
v 
ll 
4 levels. There is no experimental evidenoe f o r  t h e  t ransi t ion;  t he  
observed afterglow seoond order dependenee on [N2] i n  the laboratory is not 
eorapatible With a preaursor having a population controlled by spontaneous 
emission, A signif icant ly  large natura l  damping fas tor  would be most ob$ous 
i n  the high a l t i tude  auroral measurements. However, as we haw noted, the 
auroral observations show a luwer vibrational development than the  laboratory 
measurements. The A 3 ~ u +  - B n t ransi t ion must take plaee over approximately 
the same region of internuelear distanee as does the B 311 - A 3Zu+ t ransi t ion.  
The effective value of t h e  eleatronie t rans i t ion  moment for a given v"- 
progkssion i n  the A 3Xu9 - B B system would therefore be of the  same order 
as the values fo r  the N2LP system, But the  very s m a l l  v3 and Franek-Condon 
faetors (@fa Benesah e t  al 
make the natural  damping faetor  10 
the natural  lifetimes of the higher vibrational levels of the A 3C: state 
are probably determined by the A Gu - X 'a: t rans i t ion ,  Just as they are 
f o r  the lower levels.  
3 
e 
B 
3 
g 
26 ) associated wi.t;h the former system could easi ly  
6 smaller than that  of the H21PG. Thus 
3 9  
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The intensi ty  of a given vf  '-progression in t h e  BT21PG ( I B V )  is 
then given by %he relat ion 
j , ( 8 )  (&AV' /&BVt  1 [NJklV' IBvl = F,(&B,, 1 [N,I [Bvt r$i]k2vq ] [ + k8 + 
where F 
secetions and t rans i t ion  probabili t ies of the B 311 and A 'Zu+ states, 
respeatively, and kev is the rate coefficient f o r  reaction i. We aompare 
these levels  of t he  B ll 
v' = 3 level, is  first order i n  [N 
at least up t o  pressures of P = l o p .  
is electron flux, &B,, QAvs ABv, AAv are eleetron exeitatiop.. eross- e 
t3 
.a, 
3 state w i t h  the vf  = 4 level  whieh, along with the  
gI 
and has a single,  w e l l  defined l ifetime 2 
Thus we have 
r 1 
The natural  lifetime of t h e  A 'Eu+ state ( S h e m a n s k ~ ~ ~ ,  Shemansky and 
C ~ l e t o n ~ ~ ,  ef .  Broadfoot and Maran"") is too long t o  have a significant 
effect  on t h e  population end the  lifetime is determined en t i r e ly  by the term 
(kg 9 [N2]k3v@). Absolute values of the  aross-sections for reaction (1') are 
not necessary i n  t h i s  easeo The re la t ive  values have not been acaurately 
detemrlned but the most relia3.e estimates 4&B, QA) presently arise from 
eleetron energy loss spectra (Ref. 35, Brinkman and T r a m =  41 ) The SPeotra 
are of high enough resolution t o  separate v ib ra t iond  levels, but high 
background counts and blending of levels  of af feren t  states make quantitative 
measurements difficult. Freund has made an estimate of (QB/QA) from 
measurements of the  t o t a l  exeftation function, but  these depend on the r a t i o  
( Q B / Q C )  and separation of poorly resolved exeitation fhnctions. However, the 
39 
evidence as a whole does seem t o  indicate edl large QA about the s 
as QB, and re la t ive  vibrational population sa tes  roughly eonfomdarg t o  the 
3 4 -  I +  Franek-Condon factors f o r  the exaftation t rans i t ion  (A Cu - X Zg 
Reaction (2) is not iarpo ant i n  t h i s  paPtieular case, but is ineluded for 
eompleteness since it is d d n a s t  i n  the  L-R 8fte ow st higher pressures, 
The variation of ( IBv, / IB4)  thus depends essent ia l ly  on t h e  re la t ive values 
of kLs k 
measurements, ( I B  , /IB4) approaehes independenee of [IV2 3 
(€LAv, /QB, ) klv'/k3vt is d e t e d n e d  by (QB,' /QB4) 
the Frinncek-Condon faetors (B II - X C ) as the value of (QBv,/QB4) since 
the amoral  measurements suggest a high eorrelation w i t h  the theoret ieal  
and the variation of k8" A t  t he  high pressure end of the 3 
and the r a t i o  v 
We take the patio of 
3 1 9  
g g 
rates, eznd the laboratory measurements at P = 0,5v tend t o  approach these 
values. 
t h e  luw pressure end of the measurements where the lifetime term 
(k8 + [N,]k3) of' t h e  A 3Zu+ state is determined by k8, The uneertainty i n  
The absolute values of (QAv, /QBv, ) klvt and k v' are determined at 3 
the estimate of k v' and k v' arises mostly i n  t h e  estimation of kea The 1 3 
effeetive diffusion length is diff icul t  t o  estiimate theoretieally due t o  
the complexity of shapes and variety of surfmes i n  t h e  eledtron gun. 
t h e  value of k8 tends t o  be independent of" [N2] i n  the P = 0,5@ pegion s inse  
the mean free path is Longer than the  distasae t o  t h e  surfsees. 
apply an upper Ii&t t o  k8 at P = 0.5~ on t h e  basis  of average flight t i m e  
t o  the surfase. The effective radius of' the  aontainer is then determined by 
Hovever, 
Thus we 
the pressure dependenee that k8 must display i n  order t o  f i t  the observations 
(See Appendix). The effeetive radius of the eontainer fo r  fundamental 
mode diffusion t o  the w a l l s ,  required fo r  a good f i t  t o  the data, is roughly 
four tims the geometrie radius. This suggests that the eontainer w a l l s  are 
40 
not -very efficient as deaotivators of N2A molecules. More dire& eviden 
sistance t o  heterogeneous deactivation of [N2A] (by glass)  
i n  
at 
t o  
the N o ~ o n ~ ~  high pressure afterglaw experiment; the deday rate of [N2A] 
760 Torr i n  t h i s  experbent  plmes a well defined L i m i t  on loss  due 
dfffusion, and requires au effective radius several times larger than  the  
43 geometric value (Shemausky ) *  
t o  deaetivation by metal l ia  surfacses. Weinreb and Manella present 
There is also some evidence for a resistanee 
44 
measurementis of the produation of D12B by surfaee-aatalyzed reconibinatfsn of 
N i n  a laetalie sieve (niekel, s i l v e r ) ,  implying produetion of N2A at the  
metallic surfaee 
The ealeulated ewves (Eq. 9) and experimental points for  the 
v' = 6, 11 levels a m  s h m  i n  Fig. 5 0  Rate eoefffeients f o r  raetion ( 3 )  
for  the  corresponding N2A state levels are given i n  Table  4, 
of [N2A] deaotivation rate is  shown i n  Fig, 5. 
values of k v is variable. 
beeause they do not display the w e l l  defined variation observed i n  the 
tr = 6, 10, 11, 12 levels.  
The variation 
The aeeuraoy of the  re la t ive  
3 Levels B €I v = 7, 8, 9 are rather unoertain 
3 g 
A erude estimate of the re lat ive rates of peaations 
1 and 3 is given i n  Table 4 Col. 5. 
the  re la t ive  eross-sections ( QAv/QBv) proportional t o  the Franck-Condon 
These values are determined by assuming 
facetors 
factors 
t o  v' = 
used t o  
for t h e  ground state t ransi t ions,  and Q,A = 1.5QB. Franek-Condon 
(%,,o) fop t he  t ransi t ion (A 'Xu9 - X C ) are available only up 
13 (Benes& e t  al 
make a emde extrapolation. This is reasonable i n  t h i s  ease since 
1 9  
g 
) , and an analytie approximatian (Table 4)  w a s  26 
factors are a smoothly varying function of vn The approximation 
9 0  
the QV? 
gives an aecurate f i t  t o  the Benesch e t  al nurfibers beyond v' = 1, and obeys 
t h e  sum rule  C sq,, ,o = 1. Note tha t  the  levels B B B = 11, p2, w h h h  w e  3 vf g 
41 
sume supplied by two A 3Z," levels I) have estimated Patios $.-' 
( k l v ~ ~ ~ )  1, eua impossibility, Order of aagnitude errors i n  the 
estimated relat ive (QAv/&Bv) values for the A 'Iu' v = 24 - 27 levels would 
not be surpr4sing. 
levels jus t  below the dissosfation l i m i t  may go at a high rate, and henore 
tend t o  raise the effective %4 
27e 
good eorrespondenee of the magnitude of the energy differenore between 
vfbrational levels of the two states, A ( =  EBV - EAv), w i t h  the  
It is also possible that vibrational d e ~ ~ t i v a t ~ o n  of the 
It is noteworthy tha t  there is a very 
i tuaes 
of k v with the exaeptfon of the three vaJ.ues kg 17, 21 ,(22, 23) 
oorrespondenee of A w i t h  klv is not as good, 
the re lat ive population rates  of the  B 311 
present obsemations, and due t o  the L-R afierglow, ealsulated from the 
The 3 
Cols. 8 and 9 of Tab le  4 give 
state due t o  the afterglow i n  t h e  
43 
Bayes and K i s t i r t k ~ w s k y ~ ~  measurements There 
i n  the relat ive in tens i t ies  of the v' = 5, 6, 
3 +  different  exoitertion meohanisms of the A Zu 
we assume that  production of B ll v = 5 - 12 3 e 
is a surprising oorrespondenae 
and 12 levels,  i n  v i e w  of the 
state i n  the  two cases. If 
moleeules is due en t i r e ly  t o  
peaetion (1) i n  the L-R afterglow, the emission rates from the vs levels 
depend on t h e  relative rates of reactions (1) and (31, and of (2 )  and %he 
reconibination rate of N (Shemansky I., The rate eoefffcients of reaetion 
(2 )  are not avdla331e fo r  a l l  of the vibrational levels,  
data indieeting the  pressure dependentae of lifetine f o r  the ease of $1 l O : 1 ,  
NO:N2 mixture, and the rate  coeffioients would not neaessarily be 
representative of pure N2. 
3 46 effeet on the  B B v = 6 level  (ai. O l d m a n  and Bmida E a r l i e r  less 
aceurate measurements presented by Jeunehomrae &a D u n ~ a n ~ ~  i n  pure N2 may 
also be invalid,  sinee the presenee of multiple damping constants was not 
43 
JeunehonrmDe presents 
Active 0 ,  for example, is known t o  have a profound 
g 
42 
reaoLplized at t h a t  t i m e .  
deactivation coefficients from 0,8 x loe1' em / s i c  fo r  v '  = 12 t o  
6 , 5  x 10-l' cm3/sec f o r  V I  = 5. 
These measurements indicate a variation i n  
3 
The ratesp measured i n  the 1 Torr region, 
eould easily be influenced t o  varying degrees by the afterglow proeess, 
Fowler e t  al present measurements i n  t h e  P = 5 0 ~  region which suggest 
very l i t t l e  variation i n  deaetivation rate over the  v' = 5 - 8 levels ,  with 
values i n  the  region of 3 I C?BI /see. 
estimated ra te  is  again uncertain fo r  the same reason cited f o r  the 
48 
3 However the  aeeuraey of the 
Jeuuehomxe and Duncan measurements. We give more w e i g h t  t o  the relat ive 
values of the  lower pressure measurements 
of the present oaleulation assume tha t  k2 
3 cm /see measured i n  the  = 7*6 x k23 
of Fowler e t  a1 and f o r  the purpose 
does not vary w i t h  v' 
present work has been adopted, 
The value 
since it is probably the most aecurate among available data. The observed 
population 
r a t i o ;  estimated i n  Table 4. 
requires resonance i n  the reeombination rate of N at A 3Z + v = 5, 6, and 31 
i n  order t o  fit the observed in tens i t ies .  
i n  our observations of the B II v = 3, 4 levels at P = l o p  and below does 
no% represent a dfserepancry w i t h  the L-R afterglow observations, since the  
rates alear ly  do not correspond t o  the trend i n  t h e  klv/k3v 
Th i s  combination of klv/k3v and k2 thus 
U 
The cibsence of an afterglow ef-feet 
3 
43 
populations of these levels are due ent i re ly  t o  
t rans i t ion  i n  t3ze latter ease, This  t ransi t ion 
t o  the B II v = 2,  5 levels ,  but eontributions 3 
g e 
the (B' 'Z + - B 3 Rg) 
U 
also eontributes measureably 
t o  the  levels 0 ,  1 are 
unknown sinse they depend on the unobserved near infrared radiation from the  
lower vibrational levels of the  B' 3Zu+ state. The radiative t ransi t ions 
B 311 - A 3Cu+ v = 7, 9 , 10 eombined w i t h  reaction (1) may aontribute about 
one-half the population rate gBo and lesser fractions of gB1 and gB2* 
% 
43 
MtergWw contributions t o  the B 311 
43 
t h e  present experiment because of the relat ively large electron arms- 
sections of these levels and variable oontributions from the  C IIU state. 
There i s  some inconsistant evidence fo r  a variation of relative IB2 with 
pressure. 
B II Y' = 12 level  eould go undetected i n  these levels. The quantitative 
estimate of the relationship of IlPG and [I?] 
eombined with t h e  rate eoeffioients determined here allow an estimate of' the 
v = 1, 2 levels are not deteetable i n  
3 
An afterglaw eontribution of the order of the eontribution t o  the  
3 
8 
2 by Campbell and Thrush 
rate coefficient f o r  the produetion of N2A moleeules by reeombination of N. 
This amounts t o  a substantial  fraction of the t o t a l  recolnbfnation rate and 
has been shown t o  be eompatible both i n  magnitude and d y n d e a l l y  with the 
L-R afterglow ( Shemansky 43 ) ., 
We wish t o  emphasize t h a t  the magnitudes and some of the re la t ive  
values of the rate ooefficients given i n  Table 4 are crude estimates. 
major source of e r ro r  f o r  k v i s  i n  the estimation of k8. 
lifetime meisurements of the  B 
were not made. 
the value of k8 (Appendix) It and the two figure numbers are considered aeeurate 
t o  within a f w t o r  of 2 o r  30 
unoertainty sinee the assoaiated levels did not have an easi ly  measured 
variation i n  re la t ive  intensi ty  at the lower pressures, but m u s t  have values 
an order of' mangitude larger than the  others i n  order t o  be eompatible with 
the observations. We assume t ha t  k8 is independent of v. 
The 
Unfortunately 
levels most affeeted by the afterglow 
3 
3 II 
B 
However it was possible t o  plaoe upper and lower bounds t o  
The one figure riders have a greater 
The r a t i o  QA/QB = 1,5 used i n  the aaleulations is an estimate 
obtained from the ' W i l l i a m s  and Doering electron energy loss spectra. 
and Tragmar obtain a value QA/QB = 1. 
Brinkmsnn 
A mueh larger value of &A/- would be 
44 
incompatible with the L-R afterglaw. 
Q,Av/QBv as 8 funetion of v, whatever the absolute values may be, is unlikely 
t o  be much different from tha t  given i n  Col. 7 of Table  4. 
than direct  electron excitation of the  A 3.Xu' v 7 13 levels ,  w i t h  the  
possible exception of vibrational crasoade i n  the highest levels ,  should be 
3 negligible; t ransi t ions from B TI a f feet  only the  levels with v 3 13, and 
8 
the amount of N present especially at low electron energies would be far 
The general trend of the effective 
Sources other 
too law t o  produce a significant recoxtibination rate. 
variation of reaction ( 2 ) -  fo r  all v' is not w e l l  determined, the Fuwler e t  al 
Although the 
48 
data Andicates l i t t l e  change over the levels i n  question here, v' = 5 - 8. 
The present measurements a lso  suggest t h a t  there could be no very large 
individual values of k2v. 
three body recombination of M must have a resonance at the A 3Cu+ vI= 1 4 ,  16 
levels ,  i f  the proposed proeess fo r  the L-R afterglow is valid,  
distribution i n  the N 2 l P  system and the lack of signifioant variation w i t h  
pressure tend t o  rule out redistribution of population by vibrational 
There is  therefore a strong suggestion that the 
The intensity 
3 deaetivation i n  either of the (A 3.Xu', B TI ) states; electronic deaetivation 
g 
rates i n  the relevant levels are evidently at l ea s t  an order of magnitude 
greater than the @orresponding vibrational rates, w i t h  the possible 
exception of the highest vibrational levels of the A 3Cu+ state, Selective 
deactivation by N seems unlikely over a group of three consecutive vibrational 
levels. There is  a strong suggestion that  deactivation of A 3Cu+ vi= 0, 1 by 
N is  2 - 3 orders of magnitude l e s s  than has been previously estimated 
( S h e m a n ~ k y ~ ~ ,  cf, Thrush 
, 
49 
) a  This would &e reaction ( 2 )  dominant i f  the 
rate fo r  N also applied t o  the higher vibrational levels,  
45 
It is c lear  that the afterglow i n  the N21P system observed i n  the  
present experiment would be d i f f i a u l t  t o  avoid i n  any electron gun experiment 
designed t o  measure exeitation eross-seations. The various measurements of 
relative population rates should differ only i n  degree, depending on the 
dimensions of the container end the effieieney of the heterogeneous 
deaetivation, The Stanton and St .  John measurements indieate relative rates 
intemediate  between the extremes of t h e  present observations, and are 
doubtless affected by the  same proaesses. The Meconkey and Simpson 
measurements also have a distribution w i t h  a greater vibrational development 
than expected fo r  eleetron exeitation, but w i t h  a lese  exaggerated divergenee. 
However, as previously mentioned, these (Ref. 1) results are not very 
eonsistant with respeet t o  the relat ive t ransi t ion probsbili tfes fo r  a 
given upper state level ,  and the  relative rates depend on the  par t icular  
bands ehosen for  the ealeulation. A aomparissn of the various measurements 
of absolute eleatron excitation cross-sections (&By) must therefore be 
res t r ia ted  t o  the levels Y < 5 i n  order t o  avoid the afterglow as mueh as 
possible, 
the  v < 5 levels are thus assumed t o  have some other souree, sueh as the 
geometrie eonsiderations already disaussed i n  the previous sections. 
2 
1 
The discrepancies between the present and e a r l i e r  measurements i n  
The Jeunehonrme experiment eannot be r e d *  explained i n  terms of 
3 the resul ts  of t h e  present work. The relative population rates of the B II 
state i n  tha t  experiment (Col. 10, Table 4)  bear no resemblenee to the  
distribution due t o  electron impaet, and i n  fact, aorrelate rather w e l l  with 
a eonibination of the distribution of the af'terglow measured i n  the  present 
work and the L-R afterglow (Cols. 8, 9, Table 4). 
distribution due t o  eleatron exeitation and L-R afterglow aorrelate w i t h  the 
8 
No coabination of 
46 
observations. The apparent lack of s ignif icant  variation, due t o  
the precursor, of both the fra@tional  eontributions t o  the ~olurme emission 
rates and the l ifetimes,  &s a f'unetion of pressure, tends t o  rule out any 
simple afterglow proeess sueh as the  one observed i n  the present experiment. 
Reactions (I1), (1) , ( 2 ) ,  (3)  , (8)  m u s t  eontribute t o  some degree t o  the 
control of t h e  B If state populations, but other processes are obviously 
taking part ,  
3 
8 
Both the Jeunehomrme and Jeunehomme aad Dunean experiments 
would almost certainly produce much more N than the present case, due t o  the 
presence of NO ( R e f .  9 )  and trace impurities (Ref. 47). Transitions from 
the B' 3Zu may sontribute to the  populations of some of the levels, 88 it 
does i n  the L-R afterglaw. The mode of exeitation of this state i n  the 
af'terglow fs not known, 
(B' 3X 
There is  no indigation o f t h e  presencte of 
3 - B It ) t ransi t ions i n  the  speetra of the present experiment, 
U e 
3 However, the  lifetime measurements of the  B 
indieakes a seeondary deoay that  appears not t o  be related t o  the afterglow 
II v = 3 level  at P = 50p 
g 
observed i n  t h e  higher levels, since it asplays an apparent quadratic or 
higher order dependenoe on IN2], and is not detectable at 9 p  (c f .  Fig., 3). 
The damping aonstmt (5*0 x 10 
secondary eomponent i n  t h e  Jeunehome experiment, 
4 sec-I) is about the  same as the  maor  
If t h e  B' 3Zu+ state is 
indeed the souroe of the  seeondary deoay in h i s  exper imnt ,k  t h e  excitation 
meehanism must not 'prevail i n  the elefstron gun experiments. This suggests 
t h a t  the produetion of B' 3Zu molecules would have t o  arise i n  a meahanism 
sueh as another branah i n  the reeombination of N. 
the  recortlbination would neaessasily be a aatalyzed heterogeneous reaction i n  
But at  these pressures 
I -  
order t o  obtain the required rates, and i n  order t o  be compatible w i t h  the 
observed pressure dependenoe. I n  any ease easaade from the B' 3Cu+ s t a t e  
47 
3 alone could not aecount for  the uniform contributions t o  the B ll levels ,  
€3 
The seclondary desays of most levels would have to be a r t i f i c i a l ,  i n  the form 
of blends of bands of the two systems. It i s  clear  there i s  no very 
satisfactory explanation of the Jeunehomme experiment. 
+ 
B. The IT2 Meinel System 
As we have shown i n  the previous section, the reciproeal Stern- 
Volmer quenching Factor fo r  the N;M bands represented by the plots of Fig. 7, 
has an apparently normal l inear  dependence on pressure down t o  the P = l t r  - 211 
region where there  is an abrupt change i n  curvature. 
resonanae i n  t h i s  aurve at luwer pressures, the tendeney of the volume enission 
If one ignores the  
rate toward a first order dependence on [N2] is reminiscent of the vwiat ion 
of the damping; term k8 + [N2]k3 (Fig. 5 )  fo r  the  [N2A] molecule discussed i n  
sub-section A above. 
order of mangitude as that of the  B II state and one would not expeot random 
8 
diffusion t o  affeot cross-seotion or l ifetime measurements signifieantly even 
2 But the  l ifetime of t h e  A nu state is of the same 
3 
at the lowest pressures. 
l ifetime of the A nu s t a t e  belaw P = 2u whieh would not be characterist ie 
of random diffusion. 
since an e lea t r i e  f ie ld  is di f f icu l t  t o  avoid as a resul t  of d i f f e ren t i a l  
I n  any ease w e  observe a non-exponential deeay i n  
2 
However diffusion due t o  d r i f t  is a dis t inot  possibi l i ty  
diffbsion of electrons and ions. A t  P = 2~ the mean  free path is of the 
order of the  ~adius of the eontsiner, The diffusion rate coefficient would 
thus tend t o  be time dependent and give rise t o  a similar dependence i n  the 
damping term aontroling the deeay of the exeited molecules, 
damping term ( 4 )  of t h e  following form, as at least a pa r t i a l  explanation of 
We propose a 
the observaitons 
48 
where k is the rate coeffieient fo r  eol l is ional  deaetivation, and the factor 
The 
v 
represents the loss rate probability due t o  diffusion. D imq-T-z 
difftrsion loss term is similar i n  form t o  that  of reaetion (81, disoussed i n  
the  Appendix, but i t s  variation is mueh more d i f f iou l t  t o  define i n  t h i s  ease. 
The average dr i f t  velocity (GD) and the transport lengths L' , L depend on the  
e lea t r io  and eolmnating magneticr fields (ef. Hasted 
has an unknown dependence on pressure and eleatron eurrent. 
deacrtivration aoefficient (k) may also have a dependence on 
50 ) e The eleicrtric f9eJ.d 
The eol l is ional  
The resotions represented by Eq. (10) appear t o  be the only 
reasonable explanation of the  observations 
first order dependenee on [Ne] shown i n  Figs. 7, 8 O Q ~ U ~ S  at pressures i n  the 
region where the H2 A moleeules should be eol l is ion free during their  l i f e -  
times, i f  w e  negleet the presenae .of t he  e l ee t r i c  and magnetio fields. 
Homogeneous reclonibination (u = 2.5 x loB7 cn3/sec, Kasner5') would be too 
slow t o  aff'eot the A nu state. 
the slight dependenae of lifetimes on eleetron current observed at higher 
pressures, and t he  variation of dearittivation w i t h  electron energy are all 
oonsistent with diffusion loss due t o  dr i f t  i n  an e lee t r fe  f ie ld .  An 
extrapolation t o  zero pressure t o  determine t h e  natural  l i f e t i m e  is thus very 
r i s k y  due t o  the  eomplex and ill defined nature of Eq. (10). 
sross-seotions presented here are as a eonsequenae subgeot t o  the unoerta3nty 
in  the measured natural  lifetime. 
The deviation from approxima$e 
+ 
2 The non exponential decw at low pressures, 
The exeitation 
Evidenee of effects  similar t o  those described here, is present i n  
the earlier published estimates of exeitation oross-seetions f o r  the two 
49 
eases wherein measurements given i n  suf f i s ien t  detail, Simpson and 
Meconkey 
def ini te  dependenrre on electron energy and a w e l l  defined change in 
cLuFTfBtuRe at P = l05p sialar t o  t ha t  shown i n  Fig. 7. 
attempt t o  explain the energy dependence of the quenching faetor ,  but 
interpret  t h e  break i n  curvature as an onset of eol l is ional  deaetivation w i t h  
the  assumption that  emss-seetion measurements below P = 1.5~ were valid. 
I n  our opinion th i s  is an erroneous interpretation, since it implies an 
unreasonable pressure dependent deaetivation rate coef f fc ient  , t ha t  i n  e f fec t  
drops t o  zero at pressures i n  the region of P = 1 0 5 p .  The 1 0 5 s  of pressure 
dependenae of the  effective deaetivation coeffioient is much more l ike ly  t o  
be due to the combination of diffusion and deaetivation terms (Eq. (10)) a
O ' N e i l l  and Davidson14 also present Stern-Volmer plots  wi th  ehanges i n  
curvature i n  the P = 1 p  - 2p region, but w i t h  a less dras t ie  change i n  slope 
than i n  the  present and Simpson and McConkey observations. The effect  may 
be somewhat exaggerated i n  the present Stern-Volmer plots  of Fig, 7, since 
the measurements were m a d e  a t  a constant produetion rate, and the electron 
current would be very high i n  the low pressure region, i n  eomparison with the 
currents aatually used i n  the cross-seetion measurements. The lifetime 
measupements given by Ref, 1 4  a lso  show a systematice deviation from a l inear  
dependence on pressure, As w e  have noted i n  t he  previous section, the linearly 
extrapolated lifetimes measured by O ' N e i l  and Davidson are about 1.5 times 
longer than the extrapolation of the  present observations 
observations of Refs. 2 ,  3, 7, 8 do not eontain enough de ta i l  t o  provide the  
information eontafned in the  Stem-Volmer plots.  
that none of the estimates of exeftation cross-seotions i n  the  literature, 
4 show plots  of the  reciprooal Stern-VoWr quenohing factor  with a 
The authors do not 
The published 
It should be emphasized 
50 
+= of either the N 2 1 p  o r  N2 M systems are aecompaaied by a discussion of l ife- 
times i n  relation t o  the  eleetron beam diameter; %he volume produetion rate 
w i l l  always be signifiaantly larger  than the volume emission sate fo r  these 
two systems, unless the electron beam diamster i s  very large. The Stanton 
and St ,  John measurements should have some &vantage beasuse of the 1 em 
diameter eleotron beam used i n  t h e i r  experimental arrangement, 
reflected i n  the  ( factor  of 2) larger cross-sections f o r  N2 M obtained by 
these workers i n  comparison t o  the Simpson and McConkey measurements, as 
opposedto the reasonable agreement of the two groups i n  the I 1PG cross- 
seetion estimates, W e  regard the Srivastava arnd Mirza measurements as 
rather uncertain due t o  the  very poor correlation of t h e  re la t ive vibrational 
population rates with the predieted rates, i n  comparison w i t h  the  other 
T h i s  may be 
+ 
2 
measurements. 
The tendenoy for  loss rates due t o  diffusion t o  increase with 
decreasing pressure, suggests t ha t  t h e  rough l i n e a r  extrapolation of the 
demping eonstant i n  the present work by O ' N e i l  and Davidson result i n  
estimates of lower limits of the natural  lifetime of the A nu state, 
smaller effective deactivation eoeffieients indicated by the l ifetibe . 
measurements suggest that diff'usion w a s  less severe i n  the l a t t e r  case. Thus 
it is  not surprising tha t  t h e i r  extrapolated 
present estimates. 
0 $Neil and Davidson l ifetime measurements are therefore eonsidered lower 
limits t o  the real value. 
aeeount for at least 60% of the t o t a l  ionization moss-seetion, 
w e l l  with measurements of the related proczess, photoionization (ef. Seaton 
by Sahoen" who obtained a r a t i o  N2 B : N2 A : N2 X @ 10 : 60 : 30. The 
2 The 
lifetimes are larger than the 
The Gross-section estimates (Table 3) based on t h e  
The excitation of the A ?I state must then u 
This  corresponds 
52 1, 
+ + + 
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lifetime measurements of Hollstein e t  a l l5 ,  12 psee, whieh should not be 
sub3eet t o  the  d i f f icu l t ies  encountered i n  the electron gun experiment, are 
not ceompatible with the present measurements since the result ing eross- 
sections would be equal t o  the rneemxred t o t a l  fonigation cross-seetion for 
the produstion of N2 
ionization rzross-seetion is considered t o  be very w e l l  determined (Rapp and 
32 Ehglander-G~ldRn~', Kieffer and Dunn ), and the  e r ror  must very l ikely l i e  
i n  either the present or t h e  Hollstein e t  all5 experiments, 
+' (1.9 x am2, for  E = 100 eV) * The t o t a l  
There is no 
obvious reason f o r  e r ror  En the  latter experiment, sinee the i r  lifetime 
measurements of N21PG, with the same apparatus used i n  a different mode, 
agrees w e l l  with t he  present and Jeunehomme estimtes. 
the present N2 M lifetime measurements possibly would not correspond t o  the  
stationary Bonditions In the eleetron gun even at  higher pressures where the 
It msJr be argued that  
* 
decay is exponential, However, the equality of lifetimes measured on both 
the r i s ing  and f a l l i ng  edges of the  gated electron beam is goad evidence 
t o  the egn t r a~y .  
about 9 psee must be placsed on the  H2 M ( v  = %2) lifetimee Some weight must 
be given t o  the threshold measurements of the t o t a l  ionization cross-section 
Aceording t o  the present measurements an upper limit of 
+ 
by Foxx6 combined with the absolute measurements of Rapp and Englander-Golden. 
The @ompatibility o f  these 4x0 sets of Ilreasurements (ef ,  Fig. 11) and t h e  
aaeuraey elaimed by the authors, suggests t ha t  the slope of t h e  t o t a l  
ionizetion cross-seetion should be i n  e h o r  by' Xes8 than 105. 
placae the slope of the A nu s t a t e  between the l imits  5 x 
cm /eV, w f t h  the most probable value of 3*1 x 
agreement with the present experiment (3.8 x 10 
This would 
and 2 x 2 
2 2 em / eV,  i n  reasonable 
em /eV) e The threshold -18 2 
measurements thus tend tro support t h e  O ' N e i 1  and DavSdson lifetime estimates 
as measuPes of' t he  natural  lifetimes., W t h e r  earef'ully designed experimental 
measurements of the l ifetime are essent ia l ,  
..- 
,4 The depencenee of deactivation of N2 A molecules on electron 
energy and current may w e l l  be t h e  cause of disparity among the various 
measurements of the shape of the excitation function (cf. Simpson and 
McConkey ) *  
experiment w i t h  eleatron current as parmeter, take on the  same general 
shapes as those presented i n  the earlier l i t e r a tu re .  
Simpson and MctConkey shape functtions have a resemblanoe t o  those obtained 
here at high ewrents ,  i n  which the threshold region does not have a lineax 
dependenoe on energy, and the shape as a whole 9s flattened; the eross- 
section measurements of Ref. 4 are a factor  of 5 lower than  the  present 
estimates at 100 e V ,  but at 20 e V  the disparity is  redueed t o  a faetor  of 
2. 
4 The uneorrected exeitation functions observed i n  the  present 
For example, the 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
A. The N22PC 
The present estimte of the  excitation f'uaction of the N22P (0,O) 
6 band agrees w e l l  with the  earlier work (Burns e t  a15, Jobe e t  al ) at 
electron energies E < 30 eve Measurements at higher energies are not i n  
good agreement. This could possibly be due t o  low energy secondary electrons 
sca t te redby the electron gun collector. If t h i s  supposition is correct, 
the  measurements by Aspts e t  (cf.  Fig. 1) i n  t he  energy region E > 50 eV 
should be more nearly aorreot sinoe they are lowest of a l l  the -published 
exeitation functions. The Ref. 29 measurements were Judged valid since t h e i r  
+ cross-section measurements of the N2 1N (0,O) band i n  the  same spectral  
region are i n  good agreement wi th  the generally accepted values. Those 
measurements which were i n  good agreement with the experimentally determined 
relat ive t ransi t ion probabili t ies of Wallace and N i ~ h o l l s ~ ~ ,  
indicated good eorrespondenee wi th  the theoret ical  re la t ive population rates 
for the  excitation t ransi t ion,  C 3Bu - X 'E + (Refs, 5 ,  7, 25) ., The results 
presented by Ref .  6 w e r e  not oompatible w i t h  the t ransi t ion probabili t ies,  
and as a resul t  the estimated relat ive population rates displayed a dependence 
on the par t ieular  bands chosen for  the calculation. 
a lso 
g 
The 
(0,O) band i s  
eros s -s ect ion 
is  $C = 3.8 x 
present estimate of the peak excitation cross-section of the 
QC(0,O) = 1.04 x 
based on QC( 0,O) and the theoret ical  re la t ive population rates 
em2 at E = 14,? eV.  The t o t a l  peak 
cm2 (Table 1). This (QC) is  i n  good agreement wi th  
Ref. 5 ,  but is a faetor  of about 1,5 larger than the  estimate by Refs. 7 and 
8. We disregard the value given by R e f .  6 f o r  the reason given above. 
is no rea@ explanation for  the  disagreement w i t h  Refs, 7 and 8. 
There 
Very l i t t l e  
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information is available f o r  the latter work. However, the present 
measurements a r e  internally consistent; the r a t i o  QC/QB determined from 
the relat ive population rates of the B % 
with  the direct  measurements of the cross-sections. 
state, i s  i n  good agreement 
g 
B. The N21PG 
The excitation of t h i s  systemby electron inpact is aoraplisated by 
secondary processes, even at the luwest pressures applied i n  obtaining 
leboratory spectra. According t o  the  present work B 3 
affected by an aftergluw w i t h  an approximate first order dependence on [Ne] 
dawn t o  pressures i n  the P = 2~ - 3 p  region, below which atendency toward 
? 
v > 4 levels are 
g 
second order dependenoe takes place. Anslysis of the observations suggests 
t h a t  the afterglaw would be very d i f f i cu l t  t o  avoid i n  any experimental 
arrangement. The only variable would be a limited dependence on the s ize  
and material of t he  container. 
qhanged from first t o  second order dependenre would thus vary from one 
experimental arrangeaent t o  another, The two other publications of cross- 
The point i n  pressure at which the afterglow 
sections f o r  t h i s  system that present enough information t o  allow ealculation 
of relative population rates (McConkey and Simpson’, Stanton and S t ,  John ) 
are consistent wi th  t h i s  analysis sinee they indicate B 311 population 
distributions intermediate between t h e  extremes of the  present observations. 
2 
g 
The presence of secondary effects was not recognized i n  the e a r l i e r  eross- 
section work, although sueh processes have been strongly suspected and 
30 reoognized elsewhere ( Jeunehomme9 , Thompson and Wi l l i ams” ,  Wentink e t  al ) . 
We conclude from the present observations and observations of high al t i tude 
weak aurora (Shemansky and Vallance Jones19), t h a t  t h e  relatfve population 
rates of the B II levels due t o  direct  electron excitation correlate w e l l  3 
g 
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3 with the theoretical  rates for  the B II - X 
Q 
3 sections of the  B II levels were determined 
Q 
+ t ransi t ion,  The cross- 
from measurements of the ( 3 , l )  
g 
band; l ifetime measurements indicated the v = 3 leve l  was not affected by 
the afterglaw at pressures P l o p ,  i n  the present experiment. The 
excitation funetion at energies E < 30 e V  (Fig. 2) as measured i n  the present 
work is  similar i n  shape t o  the functions presented by Refs. 1, 2. The 
peak cross-section of the ( 3 , l )  band is  QB 
The t o t a l  peak cross-section of the B 
QB = 1,2 x cm20 
t o  the lower levels i n  order t o  exclude secondary effects as mueh as 
possible, 
similar, the absolute values of the present functions are factors of 
1,4 - 1.9 larger at the  peak than t h e  R e f .  1, 2 resul ts  (Table  2 ) .  
most plausible explanation f o r  t h i s  difference arises i n  t h e  fact that  the 
lat ter appear not t o  have taken cognizance of the rather long lifetime of 
the B % 
would be measureably greater than the  volume emfssion rate by faetors depending 
on the  diameter of the electron beam. 
by Refs. 7, 8 having peak values &B =Z 1.0 x 
were determined using t ransi t ion probabili t ies based on a constant electronic 
t ransi t ion moment (cf  Part I) , and f o r  t h i s  reason direct comparison wi th  
the present work would serve no purpose. 
measurements w e r e  not available e 
= 1.15 x cm2 at E = 10.8 eV. 
3 9 1  
3 II s t a t e  w a s  estimated t o  be 
Comparison with the e a r l i e r  measurements was  res t r ic ted 
B 
Although the shapes of t h e  measured excitation functions are 
The 
state; i n  electron beam experiments the volume production rate 
&; 
Total excitation functions presented 
2 -16 c3 cm arid 3.4 x LO 
Details of the  Ref. 7 and 8 
A measure of the r a t i o  QC/QB has been obtained independently of 
the direct cross-section measurements by correlating the population rates 
of the B II state calculated fo r  various fractionaL contributions from the 3 
$ 
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3 C nu state, w i t h  the experimental measurements. The averaged resu l t ,  
QC/&B = 0.27 for  E > 17 e V  i s  i n  good agreement w i t h  the direct ly  measured 
r a t i o  of t he  peak cross-sections , (QC/QB)peak = 0,32. The difference 
betw-een the two ra t ios  is  i n  t he  direction of the t rend  i n  re la t ive shapes 
of the excitation functions. 
We conclude by a process of elimination that molecules i n  the 
A 3Cu+ state m u s t  be the preeursors t o  the observed low pressure afterglow. 
The excitation function of the precursor m u s t  have a similar shape and must 
occupy almost the same position on the energy scale,  as the B II function. 
The A 3Eu+ is  the only state having these characterist ics with a large 
3 
B 
enough excitation cross-section t o  explain the  observations. 
1 +  emission i n  the ( A  3Cu+ - X C ) system plays a negligible par t  i n  the e 
deactivation of the  A 3Xu+ state ; homogeneous and heterogeneous eoll isions 
control the A 3Eu+ population. The population rate of the B II levels 
through col l is ional  deactivation of the A 3Zu+ levels would thus be first 
order i n  [I? 1 i n  the pressure regions where homogeneous coll isions control 
t h e  A 3Xu+ population. A t  lower pressures where w a l l  coll isions dominate 
A 3Eu+ derntivation, t h e  B II population rate takes on the  observed second 
order dependence on [a,]. 
coefficients for  production of B 311 molecules are i n  t h e  region of the gas 
kinet ic  value (Table 4). The population rate distribution of the  B II state 
due t o  deactivation of A 3Zu+ molecules has the  saxe general character as 
the L-R ai"terglar, Vibrational levels beyong B I? v = 12, corresponding t o  
the dissociation l imi t  fo r  the production of M( S) , are not observed. 
Spontaneous 
3 
8 
2 
3 
Crude estiraates of t h e  dewtivation rate 
g 
8 
3 
g 
3 
g 
4 The 
3 3 +  v = 3, 4 levels are not populated at measureable rates by A B ll Xu g 
deaetivation. Although the v = 3 9  4 levels are popu1e;ted at substantial  
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3 relat ive rates  i n  the L-R afterglaw, the source is  the B' 3Eu* - B ll 
radiative transi t ion rather  than deactivation of A 3Cu' molecules. The 
B 
deactivation coefficients of the  B 3 II state (k2(3) = 7*6 x 10O' cm 3 /sec), 
8 
although not w e l l  determined f o r  all of the levels ,  along w i t h  the eoefficients 
for  the A 32u' state appear t o  be compatible with the magnitudes and 
dynamics of the  L-R afterglow (Ref. 43). 
A 3Xu+ state is  the major preeursor t o  the  L-R afterglow. The vibrational 
distribution of the combined deactivation coeffioients f o r  the B II and 
A 3Zu* states suggests that  the recombination of N( S) must be resonant i n  the 
production of A 3E + levels ,  
It thus seems very l ike ly  that the 
3 
g 
4 
U 
The low pressure observations of secondary processes, by Ref. 9 
appear not t o  be d i ree t ly  related t o  the afterglaw obtained here. 
population rate distribution i n  t h e  R e f .  9 work contains a peauliar 
combination of the rates measured here and those measured i n  the L-R afterglow. 
There appears t o  be no very satisfactory explanation. 
The 
The present work is  incomplete i n  tha t  suclh aspects as rotational 
population rates due t o  the afterglow and the peculiar shape of the B % 
excitation funetions near threshold have not been examined i n  detail. The 
8 
observations i n  respeet t o  the  afterglow effects are i n  fact regmded as 
preliminary i n  nature. We have observed no real evidence of caseade from 
higher states of any significance apart from the C 311u - B B sys.tem. 3 
t3 + 
C. The N2 M System 
It wss"not possible t o  m a k e  a direct  cross-section measurement of 
this system with the present experimental arrangement due t o  the relat ively 
2 ' long l ifetime of the A Eu state. This is  evident i n  both the steady state 
a d  transient measurements, and t h e  combined results suggest that  the exaited 
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molecules are subject t o  deactivation due t o  diffusion or &if%' i n  an e l ec t r i c  
field. 
ea r l i e r  cross-section work (Refs, 2 ,  3, 4, 7, 8 ) .  
We believe t h i s  m a y  w e l l  be the cause of disagreement among the 
Measurements of the Stern-Volmer factor reveal an independence of 
pressure i n  the  low pressure region that @an be reasonably interpreted only 
i n  tenas of' a substantial  heterogeneous deactivation rate rather than 
deactivation by spontaneous emission alone. 
i n  the l i t e r a tu re  (Refs. 4, 14) are similar i n  nature t o  the present 
observations. Lifetime measurements indicated non exponential decay rates 
at pressures P < 2p, and homogeneous deaetivation remained measureable at 
pressures where the mean free path f o r  %hermal molecules was larger than 
The other nreasurements of rP 
2 the radius of the container. 
by ara e lec t r i c  f ie ld ,  presumsbly caused by the differential diffusion of 
ions and ebeetrons. The effect w a s  a l s o  apparent at  pressures P > 21.1 where 
the  A nu deactivation coefficient d i s p l v e d  electron eurrent and energy 
dependence 
The A IIu moleczules thus appeared t o  be affected 
2 
Cross-sections w e r e  thus necessarily determined by measuments of 
emission rate and 4,  at pressures P > 2211 where Q was a w e l l  defined quantity, 
The computation of t h e  eross-sections consequently required a measure of 
the  natural  lifetime (T) of the A IIU state, 
determined quantity f o r  the same reason t h a t  the cross-sections cannot be 
2 However T is  not a w e l l  
measured direetly.  The cross-sections given here are lmer l i m i t  estimates 
based on the extrapolated lifetime measurements by Ref',  1 4  (T 
The estimated t o t a l  oross-seetioa is 1.2 x em at E = 100 e V ,  This is 
a factor of 2 - 5 larger than the previous cross-section estimates. 
measured re la t ive  population rates of the A IIu state correlate very w e l l  
= 6*6 psec). 
( 2 )  
2 
The 
2 
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2 with  the  theoret ical  rates fo r  the A BU - X 'Z + t ransi t ion.  Time of flight 
measurements by R e f .  15 ( T I 12 trseo) , which should be free of t he  
g; 
diff'ieulties encountered here, are too large t o  be compatible with the 
present work since the estimated A RU cross-section would then equal the 
well established total, ionization oross-seetisn. Hawever, there i s  some 
evidence t o  support the  measurements of R e f ,  14 as being not t o  fax from t h e  
real values; the re la t ive  lifetimes of the  A TIu levels are i n  good agreement 
with the  vslues determined from the  relative t ransi t ion probabili t ies (Part I). 
The excitation funetions of the A Itu levels are l inear  i n  E from threshold 
t o  about E = 30 eV. 
2 
2 
2 
Tbe shape of t h e  funeiton, aorreczted by t h e  lifetime 
measurements, has been determined up t o  E = 100 eV, 
Aecurate measurements of the t o t a l  ionization aross-section near 
+ threshold (Refs 
are i n  good agreement w i t h  the present work. 
16, 17), from whicth the N2 M cross-section oajl be estimated, 
The photoionization measurements by Ref. 18 are also aonsistent 
with the cross-section obtained here sinee both indicate relative production 
rates (QMlQM) % 6. 
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MPE3DIX 
Deaativation Probability of N2A Molecules by Reaction 8 
Due t o  lack of direct  measurements of the deactivation rates of 
N A molecules, the  deaetivation probability of reaction 8 must be estimated 
through the use of the diffusion equation and the observed pressure 
dependence of the ra t ios  (IBV/IBb) 
is necessarily crude, because of the complex shape of the eoll ision chsmber 
3 +  and t he  fact tha t  the surfaces are not e f f ic ien t  deaetivators of the A G u  
s t a t e  e 
2 
The estimation of the magnitude k8 
The deactivation probability (k8) due t o  reaction w i t h  the surfaces 
of the col l is ion chamber can be described by the  equation, 
where ? is t he  mean velocity. 
effiaieney faetor  (cf. Hwted ). 
E is the  transport length, and a is the 
50 
In  the l a w  pressure region where homogeneous eollisons @an be 
neglected, the transport length has no dependence on the  diffusion eoeff'ieient 
and is determined only by the  geometry of the chaniber and the eleetron beam. 
The diameter of the  electron beam is small compared t o  the dimensions of the 
chamber, and can be neglected. A crude approximation t o  the shape of the  
chamber is a truneated cylinder w i t h  a height (H) roughly twiee the  radius 
( 8 ) .  The transport length (s) i n  the low pressure ease is  therefore 
lwpr than the value it would have for  a sphere. 
coefficient t o  be roughly 1,4, and thus Eo = R x 1.4 = 2.6 em. Th i s  then 
represents the  mbimumtransport length f o r  de8etivation at the surfaces. 
The m a x i m u m  deaetivation probability is then k,(max.) 2 2 x 10 see", from 
Eq. Al. 
a l i t t l e  
We estimate the transport 
4 
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The complete equation fo r  at any pressure includes the  transport 
length due t o  homogeneous eoll isions,  and is approximated by the following: 
= -+ EN2] E' 
0 
where ?(* = ? / 8 D t  , K is t h e  reciproeal of the 
(A21 
diffusion length,  and the  
constant D'  is the  diffusion coefficient-pressure product, 
The rather sudden change i n  pressure dependence of (IBV/IBb) 
P = 3p,  and the near independence of [W,] at higher pressures,, demands 
k8 must decrease rapidly beginning at pressures below 3p. In  order t o  
a good fit t o  the observations the transport length must double at P = 
This then determines K through Eq, A2; 8 = 0.19. The value 
below 
that 
obtain 
L ~ I J ~  
D' -- 153 em2 sec-%orr used fo r  the calculation of K is  due t o  the measurements 
by 
effective radius of the  chamber. If we assume fundamental anode diffusion t o  
The determination of K i n  turn  deteraines the v a u e  of the 
be dominant, K is given by (cf. R e f .  SO), 
and R = 9 em. 
This value of R i s  much larger  than t h e  actual cylinder radius, R = 1.9 em, 
and implies that the surfaces are not eff ic ient  deactivators of N2A moleeules. 
We now have a measure of t he  col l is ion rate at the surfaces as a funotion of 
pressure 
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The diffusion equation can be used t o  obtain a crude measure of  
the efficiency factor  a, by determining the relative population densit ies 
at the surfaces, again assuming fundamental mode diffusion. This  is given 
by *he equation (cf. R e f  50)  , 
n( r z) /n( 0 ,O ) = Jo( 2, kOr/R)cosz?t/2R (A31 
where (r) 
Funetion of the first kind, 
~(r ,s) /n(O,O) = 0,84, and 
( e )  are the radial and height distances and Jo(x) is the Bessel 
We obtain an average value at the surfaces of 
The eonibination of Eqs.  Al, A2 then gives the following formula for  k8: 
where P is i n  Torr uni ts .  
This estimate m u s t  be oompatible w i t h  observations of the  s p e c t r a  
region where N2 Vegard-Kaplan bands (VK) occur. 
observation i n  the present work is the N2VK (1,12) band at A = 3978A. 
part of the  speetsum is c lear  of measureable features at any of the pressures 
at which spectrawere obtained. The continuum i n  t h i s  region is also very 
weak, and we estimate the emission rate r a t i o  IVK(1,12)/IlN(O,O) 
the  cwe of a spectrum obtained at  E = 33 e V  and P = 3 9 ~ .  
t o  the value of k8 ean be calculated from th i s  r a t i o  i n  t he  following manner: 
The most l ike ly  prospeat f o r  
0 
This 
f o r  
An upper l i m i t  
63 
The volume emission rate can be written, 
sinoe the deactivation of the A 3Eu+ v = 1 level  is  eontroled ent i re ly  by 
k i n  t h i s  pressure region; the dewtivation coefficient k3(1) i s  very small 
(a f .  Ref. 43) and can be neglected, along with the probability fo r  spontaneous 
8 
emission, 
B II state sinee d i rec t  excitation cross-sections t o  the  lower levels of' 
the A 3Eu+ state are negligible by comparison. We obtain the relationship 
The cross-section QAl is determined en t i re ly  by casoade from the 
3 
Q 
w1 = 2.7 w3,1 3 
3 +  from the t rans i t ion  probability tables (€3 311 - A Zu ) of Part I. The 
present estimate of &B a t  33 e V  is  5 . 7  x 10 em2. Thus 
QAl 1.5 x em e The effective t ransi t ion probability of the 
% 
3 9 1  
2 
N2VK( 1,121 band is AA1 ,12 = 3.4 x loa2 set"' (Ref. 38).  The volume emission 
rate, 
-18 2 where (QINo,o) = 8,o x 10 
Eqs.  A5 and A6, 
em at 33 eV.  Thus we have the r a t io ,  from 
IVK(1,12)/11N(O,O) = &AIA1,12/(&110,0)k8 < lon3 , = 6,6 x 10°2/k8 c loe3 , 
2 and k8 0,7 x lo2 see-'. At P = 1911, Eq. A4 gives k8 = 2,3 x 10 Set''. 
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TABLE 1 
1, 
2a. 
2b * 
3. 
be 
4b. 
5. 
6 ,  
7. 
8, 
Cross-Sections and Relative Population Rates due Lo 
3 Electron Excitation of the N2 C lT,State. 
Cols. 1-8: Relative gvl nomalized to same total, C gvt .  
V' 
26 C 'I?, - X 'S' Franck-Condon factors (Benesch et a1 
Jobe et a1 , A v  = -2 sequence. 
Jobe et al experimental totals of v" - progressions. 
Skubenich and Zapesochnyi (cf. Ref 
). 
B; 
6 
6 
51, Av = -2 sequence. 
Burns et al', Av = -2 sequence. 
Burns et a1 experimental totals of v" - progressions, 
wte25 experimental totals of v' 1 - progressions. 
This work, based on measured (0,2) band and bheoretical relakive gvle 
Broadfoot and H ~ n t e n ~ ~ ,  bv = -2 sequence. 
Hunten and Shepherd2', Av = -2 sequence. 
5 
J( Peak cross-sections. 
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Relative Popaation Rates and Electron Cross-Sections of the  N21PGe 
Cols 1-12: Normalized t o  same t o t a l  rate (1: pv, ) e  
V' 
Cols. 1-7. Present work, The re la t ive  rates of cols. 1 - 5 are adjusted 
t o  r e f l ec t  t h e  re la t ive  peak values of Che excitation f'unctionsr 
2 
1 
8, Peak re la t ive  rates due t o  Stanton and St.  John 
9. Peak re la t ive  rates due t o  McConkey and Simpson 
10, Relative rates from weak high a l t i tude  aurora due t o  Shemaasky and Vsllwce- 
19 Janes ., 
3 11, Theoretical re la t ive  rates of ( B  II - X 'C'v = 0)  with (QC/QB = 0,201 
8 8 
1 +  
g 
cantribution from ( C  3Bu - X C v = 0) 
3 1 +  
g. a 12. Thearetical re la t ive  rates of (B II - X 2 v = O>, 
13* Peak cross-sections (B R - X C v = O ) ,  present work (see text). 3 1 +  
Q 8 
3 1 +  2 
g 
14 ,  Peak cross-sections ( B  B - X C v = 0) StanCoa and St.  John (see 
t e x t )  
3 1 +  
g g 
15., Peak cross-sections ( B  lI - X C v = 0) McConkey and SFrepsonl(see t e x t ) ,  
Cross-correlation factor K 9 (Equation 8) , of Cols. 1 - 1 0  w i t h  Cole 11, 12. 
Levels v = 4 - 8 only were used i n  the computation of K for Col. 10. 
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TABLE 3 
+ 
Relative Population Rates and Excitation Cross-Sections of the pS2M System, 
Cols. 1-8. Experimental, calculated using transition probabilities given by 
Part I. 
Cols. 1-5. This work, E = 1OOeV. 
= 28~1, P2 = 1 1 ~ 9  P3 ~ I J ,  P4 = 3 I J ~  P5 = O e 5 t r  p1 
4 6, Simpson and McConkey, 
7. Stanton and St. John2, from bands selected for their intensity and rela- 
tive freedom of blends with other emissions. 
3 8. Srivastava and Mirza e 
9* Nicholls3’, theoretical rates. 
2 2 1 +  
@; 10. Cross-section (cm ) estinates at 1OOeV (A nu - X 
measurements and OlMeil and Davidson14 lifetimes e 
C ) based on present 
K $2 (Equation 8), is the correlation factor with the theoretical rates of 
Cole 9. 
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TABLE 4 
Afterglow Rate Coefficients and Data 
4.74 a. Based on analyt ic  function for QAT = %,o = ( ~ , 9 0 ) ( 1 0 ' ~ ) ( v  + 1) 
exp (-0,527)~ as an extrapolation beyond v = 13. 
b e  A (EP, - EAv). 
3 c .  Relative population rates of B II due to  afterglow in present work. 
3 d ,  Relative population rates of B 8 due to  L-R afterglow. 
3 e .  
g 
Q 
g 
Relative population rates of B II due to Jeunehgnrme' experiment, 
TABLE 3. 
V' 1 
rheoretical 
100 
55 
20 
5.8 
1.6 
Experimental, Laboratory 
102 
52 
20 
86 
63 
27 
101 
53 
21 
91 
63 
21 
96 
59 
20 
101 
49 
20 
8 
4 
94 
52 
23 
11 
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0 
m m o m  
m m h (  
N 
I 
0 
d 
X 
In 
r( 
4- 
----I 
6 7 5 
b 
A(ev) 
7 . 9 - 3  
- 8 . 3 - 2  
a 
klv/k3v k3V 
2 . 2  
1 0 . 9 4  
2 - 2 . 2 - 2  0 . 6 5  
_I_ 
3 .  4 . 0 - 2  0 . 6 0  
- 4 . 3 - 2  0.54 4 
5 0 . 2  2 . 3 - 2  0 . 6 5  
1_
6 3 . 7 - 1 1  I 1 . 5 - 1 1  0 . 6 0  - 3 . 3 - 2  0 . 6 6  
0 . 8 7  
- - r  
0.54 3 . 7 - 2  7 1.4-10 6 . 6 - 1 1  * 0 . 9 1  
1 . 0  
-' 8  0 . 8  -2  6-3 
- 2 . 9 - 2  9 1.0 
5 . 2 - 2  
- 4 . 0 - 2  
1 0  0 . 8 6  2 . 4  
4 . 6 - 2  
- 3 . 7 - 2  11 1 . 8  2 . 6  
5 . 6 - 2  
- 1 . 7 - 2  1 2  6 - 1 1  I 6-10  3 . 7  2 . 6  
12 
v=5 
gv=96 
a. Based on a n a l y t i c  funct ion  for 
QA" qv,o = ( 1 . 9 0  1 ( loe4 ( v + l )  74exp - 0 . 5 2 7 ~  
as an ex trapo la t ion  beyond v = 1 3 .  
b .  A = (EBV-EAv) 
0.  R e l a t i v e  population rates of B 31t 
d .  Rela t ive  population rates of B 311 
e .  Re la t ive  population rates of B 311 
due to  afterglow i n  present work. 
due t o  L-R afterglow.  
due to Jeunehomme experiment. 
g 
g 
g 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
* 
Figure 1, Excitation Function of the N22PG (0,O) Band. 
1, This work. 
2. Burns et al 
6 3. Jobe et a1 
4. Aarts et al 
5 
29 
*The absoissa is the electron energy (E) minus 10 eV. 
Figure 2, Excitation Function of the N21PG ( 3 , l )  band. 
lo Present work, 
2. Stantm and St. John 2 
Figure 3. Lifetime N23PG ( 3 , l )  Band. 
6 -1 2, (p = 0.161 x LO sec , P = 9v 
P = s;ov 3 6 -1 3. $, = 0.272 x 10 sec , el = 0.641 6 = 0.050 x 10 sec-l ,  a2 0.359 $2 
Figure 4, Spectra of the Av = 3,k,5 sequences of the N21PG. 
1, Heavy trace P = LOP 
2. Medium trace P 3: 211 
3. Light trace P O e f i v  
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3 Figure 5. Relative emission rates of B JI levels and precursor damping 
2 
e 
pressure. factor  as a function of B 
* Measured points at  electron energy E = 11,5 eV. 
Measured points at E = 17 eV. 
Measured points at  E = 100 e V .  0 
Solid eurves we theoretical  calculations. 
Y 
Figure 6. Cross-aorrelation factor  K vs. QC/QB. 
# 
See text 
3 x (2 + 3) + cascade contribution fron C lIu 
y = rates due t o  spectra i n  the indicated columns of Table 2 
( 2  + 3) 
( 4  + 5 )  
average of rates i n  C O ~ S .  (2, 3). 
average of rates i n  Cols. (4 ,  5). 
6a P = 005p 
6b P = 11.1 
7a P = 31.1 
7b P = l l p  
7~ P = 281.1 
Figure 7+ Reciprocal Stern-Volmer factor fo r  the P2+M (1,O) band. 
a) E = 100 eV 
b) E = 100 e V  
c )  E = 40 e V  band. 
Curves were obtained at 8 constant 
produetion rate for 'the N2 ZM (0,O) + 
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Figure 8. Lifetime N2+M (2,O) band. 
E = 100 e V  
1. Q, = 0.54 x 10 6 see-':, P = 19)~ 
2. Q = 0,343 x 10 6 sec-19 P = 6u 
3. # = 0.268 x 10 6 seea1, P = 214 
4, - variable, P = 111 
+ Figure 9. Damping Fsotor of M2 M (2 ,O)  bend. 
1, Present work, Electron eurrent 2 500~a,  E = 100 e V  
2. Present work, Electron current 5 &a, E = 100 e V  
3. O ' N e i l  and Davidson . 14 
+ Figure 10. Excitation Functions of the N2 and N; A 211,. 
+ 1. Q, N2 + e -+ N2 + 2e. 
2. + &A, N2 + e -t Ne A + 2e. 
Figure 11. N2 Ionization Cross-Sections Near Threshold. 
1, N2 + 16 
2 
+ 2 
Fox , Rapp and Englander-G~ldenl~, slope 0 7.5 x 
cm /eve 
2. N2 A 2na9 Present w r k ,  slope 0A = 3.8 x 
3*  N2 B 3Zu+9 Zipf and Borst'l, slope 9B = 0.65 x 
4, (1) - ( (2 )  + (311, ~ 2 +  x 2~ + slope OX -- 3.5 x 
am /eve 
+ eu2/eV, 
om3/e~. 
i3' 
16 0 = Fox 
Q a! (1) - ( ( 2 )  + ( 3 ) )  
33 )( = Tate  and Smith 
B e s t  f i t  t o  Q ( N l )  is  8A = 3 .1  x cm2/eV. 
6X = 3.7 x cm2/eV. 
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